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Abstract
Based on a social exchange model of marriage (Scanzoni ' 1972), the

present study investigates the impact of unemployment on maritalrelations.

A comparison of 30 married and I common-Iaw bl-ue

collar couples where the husband is unemployed with 3I married
l-

common-l-aw

and

blue collar couples lvhere the husband is working

full-time is undertaken with respect to micro-relationship
variabl_es specified by the conceptuaf model. The methodology

involved in-home completion of survey questionnaires by both
spouses in the married couple. Findings only partially

confirm

a

dyadic exchange modet of marriages as adequately explicating the
dynamics of maritaf relations in the context of short-term,

involuntary unemployment within a blue-collar sample-

As

preiiicted by the theoretical modeI, couples in which the

husband

is unemptoyed showed l-ower l-evel-s of marital- satisfaction being
experienced by both spouses and viewed wives as making smaller

contributions in the household task area in comparison to couples
where the husband is working full--time.

LeveI of psychological

well-being of the spouses was the sole variable identified

as

having a significant relationship with marital satisfaction in the

direction specified by the modef. Findings are discussed with
respect to the nature of the sample, methodological issues,

and

practical- relevance. Future directions in research for this area
are proposed.
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Introduction
Unemployment and

the Individual

Research conducted durj-ng the Great Depression of the f930's

and following economic recessionary periods in the l-970s has

shown

consistently that unemployment is associated with a decrease in
individual's psychological wel-l-being and overall health.
Specifically, findings in this area have demonstrated involuntary
joblessness to be associated with losses in self-esteem (Cohn'

I978¡ Eisenberg and Lazarsfel-d, 1938; Komarovsky, 1935);
stress-reLated physiological changes (Cobb, I974); the onset of
depression (Feather & Barber, 1983; Viney' 1983; lfarr' l-983) and

higher l-evels of psychiatric symptomatology

(Fineman

'

L979¡

Finlay, Jones & Eckhardt, 1981-; Stafford, Jackson & Banks,

1980;

warr, f983).
A few tongitudinal studies strongly suggest a causalrel-ationship between unemployment and ensuing individual

difficulties

(e.9., Banks & Jackson, L982; Cobb, 1974¡ Stafford,

1982).

macro-fevel correlational studies are often cited

Some

as

further evidence of the del-eterious effects associated with
unempJ-oyment. These studies examine the refationship between

aggregate economic indi-cators and specific population health
measures of the U.S.A. and of other western industrial- countries.

Their findings showed a positive lagged rel-ationship between the
rate of unempfoyment and mortality (Brenner ' 1979) ' homicide
(Brenner , 1976), suicide (Boor, 1980; Brenner , 1976) ,
cardiovascul-ar mortality (Brenner & Mooney' 1982), fetal, infant

and maternal mortality

(Brenner, L973), total state imprisonment

(Brenner, L976) and psychiatric hospital admissions (Brenner,
1976) .

Other macro-level- research findings included significant

correlations between the monthly

unempl-oyment

rate of

a

metropoJ-itain area and the presence of depressed mood in it's

population (Catafano and Dooley, I9l7), the change in an urban
communityts employment rate and the presence of stressful life

events (Catalano and DooJ-ey, L979), as well as between

numerous

economic indicators and stress symptomatology for low-income

individuals (Dooley and Catalano, L979).
Unempl-oyment and Famil-ies

or Marriages

Until now, there has been rel-atively little

research

examining the impact of involuntary joblessness on familj-es or

marriages. Anecdotal- evj-dence (e.9., Kirsh, I983)
journalistic

and

feature stories (e.9., McGrath, Manning & Mccormick,

1983) present a bleak picture of individuals and their families

struggling with unemployment. The popular assumption seems to

be

that the unemployment of a husband/faLher consistently leads to
marital and famil-y problems. However, research examining this
issue presents mixed findings.

Descriptive studies of families

experiencing unemployment make up the largest segment of this

research. For example, Komarovsky (1935) conducted interviews
with 59 families

htho were

living on government economic rel-ief

during the Great Depression and whose male household head

was

unemployed. Negative effects deemed related to unemployment for

3

some

of the families included loss of husband's authority,

heightened confl-ict in the household, increased social isoLation

of the family, decreased sexual activity between the spouses,
an overall deterioration in marital relations.

and

These problems

\,/ere by no means uniform across alf the interviewed families, as

of them reported no changes following unemployment, while

a

few others perceived the unemployment of the husband/father as

a

Some

positive experience. In these latter cases, joblessness
encouraged improvement in already good family relationships
because of increased contact between husband and family members.

In attempting to further differentiate

these diverse

reactions to unemployment by families in his study,

Komarovsky

used retrospective interview data to categorize the
pre-unemployment marital- relations into three types accordj-ng to

the grounds of acceptance of their maritaL authority structure.
These incl-uded instrumental, primary and mixed grounds of

acceptance. Instrumental marital relationships described those
marriages whereby a husband's authority was based on utilitarian

considerations. A husbandrs authority within family circles

was

traded for instrumental resources. on the other hand, within
those marital refationships categorized as primary, a husbandrs

authority was derived from primary affectionaf sources (e.9.,
love, respect, devotion) and from a wife's traditional outfook
towards family authority patterns.

Mixed marital relationships

involved those marriages \dhere a husband's authority

was

maintained on the basis of both instrumental and primary grounds

of acceptance.
Komarovsky reported

marital difficulties

being especially

It

prevalent in those relationships with instrumental att.itudes.
was interpreted that the inequity in the marital exchanges in

these relationships, particularly

surrounding authority, prompted

the marital problems. Meanwhil-e, those famifies caLegorized
having primary relationships showed much stability
unempJ-oyment,

as

in the face of

with much less marital confl-ict in comparison to

those designated instrumental couples. In these primary type

relationships, a wife's affection remained consistent despite the
joblessness of their husbands.

It is interesting that Komarovsky presented the inequity of
exchanges concerning a husband's authority as being a major
component

of unemployed families experiencing marital-

dif f icuf ties.

Ì4arriages which remained f airly sta-l¡le subsequent

to the unemployment of the husband were considered qualitatively
different to these, in that the exchange framework determining

a

husband's authority was not an integral- part of the relationship.

This woul-d appear to be only a partial explanation of differences
ín marital- reactions to unemployment, as further medíating
variabLes were not investigated.
Komarovsky's find.ings were l-imited by restricted sampling

criteria,

rudimentary methodoJ-ogy and the era of the study.

sample was restricted to famifies on relief

with wage-earning

having been exclusively the task of the husband,/father. In

The

5

addition, families interviewed in the study were for the most part
ofderf averaging 15 to 20 years of marriage. it4ethodologically,
the design of the study was cross-sectional without controls,
relying on retrospective qualitative data for ascertaining causal
refationships between unemployment and family difficul-ties.

As

wel_l, with the study having been undertaken during the Great
Depression cfose to 50 years ago, it is difficult

to estimate the

generalizability of findings to today's unemployedA more recent exampl-e of a descriptive study investigati-ng

famifies and marriages is the interview research of }4arsden
Duff (1975). They purposively sampled

J-6

and

jobless men from a wide

variety of work backgrounds, coming from different parts of
England and reflecting a diversity of family situations.

Negative

reactions to joblessness in these famil-ies included increased
household conffict,

role strain, and diminished communication in

families, especiatly between spouses. Again' a
showed unemployment enhancing an already

fe\n/

families

positive family

environment.
The Marsden and Duff study was journalistic

and consciously

attempted to present observation of families experiencing
unemployment

without interpretations of their reactions or

comparisons with each other.

Their methodology included

a

combination of passive observation and in-depth interviews with

the unemployed and their famifies, conducted at dj-fferent times
over a several- month period.

Interviews involved open-ended

questions on work attitudes, job search' ways of coping, financial

6

needs, and personal and family responses to unemployment.

The

smal-l size and diversity of the sample does not all-ow for

determining any mediating variables contributing to the varying
responses of families to unemplolzment.

A few quantitative studies are worthy of mention in reviewing

the relatively smal-l fiterature in this area. Miao

(L974)

conducted a macro-level- investigation of the relationship between

the unemployment rate and marital- instability

(i.e.,

separation

and divorce) in both the U.S. whj-te and non-white popufations
between l-950 and 1970. Findings indicated a positive lagged

correl-ational rel-ationship for both these populations between 1950
and 1960. However, for the period of 1960 to 1970, no consistent

association was present between short-term changes in overal-l-

rates of marital instability

and unemployment for either of the

populations. In fact, the marital instability

rates for both

poputations showed a steady increase, while respective
unemployment

rates showed no meaningful pattern of fl-uctuations

over the course of the decade. It was Speculated that a normative
decreasing value of family life

al-ong with a decade (1960-1970) of

rel-ative economic prosperity were the major reasons behind finding
no relationship between the variabl-es during this time period.
More recent macro-]eve] research showed an individuaÌ's

joblessness associated with a higher likelihood of ensuing marital

separation. Sawhil-1, Peabody, Jones and Cal-dwell (1975) reported
that

among

white men in economically deprived. famil-ies in the

Unj-ted States who became unemployed, the probability of suffering

7

from maritaÌ separation during the next four years rose from

to 24s". For similar low

SES

7.6s"

bl-ack men experiencing joblessness'

the probability increased from t2% to 303. Ambert (1980), in

an

analysis of the characteristics of divorced individuals, found
that unemployed persans in Canada had a divorce rate seven times
greater than that of employed persons.
Thomas, McCabe and

Berry (f980) ' using pencil and paper

questionnaires, queried 90 middle-aged unemployed men concerning
the effects of their joblessness on their families.
of unemployment varied from one month to a little
Prior to their job loss, these
or managerial positions.

men had

Their length

over a year.

al-l worked in professional

Family areas explored through the

questionnaire included financial- situation, the husbands'

relationships with their wives, their relationships with their
children, and the quatity of emotional- support they received from
their families.
Respondents reported that, despite significant

drops in

income, they were stil-1 able to subsist without major financial

sacrifice or severe l-oss of status.
their wives,

37?"

reported

Concerning relationships with

unempJ-oyment

having a negative effect

on

their marital rel-ations, while I58 reported improved relations
with their wives since job loss and 48s" reported no change in
marital relations.

I^iith regard to refationships with their

children, L7z of the respondents felt their joblessness had
negative effect,

1l-%

a

perceived an improvement since their

unemployment and 53% indicated no

change. The level- of emotional

Suppoït received from their famil-ies \¡/as considered adequate by
78?"

of. the respondents.

ïnterestingfY, a comparison of famil-ies suffering the
greatest loss of income with those having the least loss showed no
significant differences on any of the measures of family
rel-ationships. Nevertheless' as previously mentioned,
respondents perceived minima] financial difficulties

most

being

associated with their unemployment. The white-coll-ar
socioeconomic status of these respondents prior to their
unemployment

likefy warded off or at l-east delayed the onset of

financial problems.
In discussing their resufts,
unemployment may

Thomas

et aI- suggested that

not be as disruptive of family relationships in

the current era as it appeared to be in earlier decades (i.e.,
during the Great Depression). They id.entified three social trend's
which may be contributing to neutralizing some of the impact of
unemployment on

families:

a) improved financial safety nets for

the unemployed. (e.g., unemployment insurance, welfare); b)

changes

in the psychological_ importance of work, whereby alternatives to
work are becoming more viable; c) changes in sex-rol-e

stereotyping, allowing role changes in famil-ies more readily.
Ho\dever, these were speculative interpretations of the results,

since potentially important mediating variables such as sex-role

attitudes, previous experience of unemployment, househofd task
al-lotment, and marital power Structure were not ínvestigated in

the study.

Some

obvious weaknesses in the Thomas et al. study diminish

the overal-I validity of the results.

The cross-sectional,

retrospective nature of the data base affowed for the possibility
of distortion by respondents. With respondents consisting solely
of

of the unemployed fa|uher/husband in the household, reliability
the results remains tentative at best. The homogeneity of the
sample concerning age (i.e.,

35-54 years of age) and type of work

(i.e., professional or managerial-) l-imits the general-izability of
the findings.
A second significant quantitative study in the area

was

undertaken by Liem (1983). Their study examined the reactions of
40 bl-ue-collar families and 40 white-coll-ar families experiencing

the invol-untary job loss of the father of the household. these
famil-ies were matched for comparison with control families in
which the husbands were fully employed on the variables of work

status of the wife, locality,

family life-cyc1e stage,

and

occupation of the husband. AfI families had at l-east one chil-d
under 18 years of age living at home. Data was coflected

longitudinally over a one-year period by means of four lagged
interviews involving both husbands and wives.
Resufts showed both blue-coffar and white-col-lar unemployed
husbands to have signj-ficantly higher fevels of psychiatric
symptoms

following both one and four months of joblessness.

Those

individuals who were re-employed by the fourth month following
initial

job loss regained comparable l-evels of psychological

weff-being as those continuously employed.

10

Wives from both blue-co1lar and white-col-lar unemployed

famifies showed a delayed negativè reaction to their husband's job
loss in that they appeared initially

supportive of their husbands,

reporting simil-ar l-ow level-s of psychiatric symptoms as the
control_ wives immediately foltowins job l-os by their husbands.
However, at the second interview stage, foJ-Iowing four months of

joblessness by their husbands, wives reported suffering from

significantly
difficulties
become

more depression, anxiety and interpersonal

than control- wives or those wives whose husbands had

re-employed. In addition, by the fourth month of

husbandr/father unemployment, families showed decrements in overafl

cohesion, and organization and increases in conflict.

It appeared that the husband's functioning diminished shortly
after job loss whil-e the wife's functioning deteriorated over time
if the husband remained unemployed. The unemployed husband's
difficulties

would seem to have changed the family environment,

affecting both individuals within it, along with family system
dynamics.

Liem (1983) interprets his findings as evidence of a "ripple

effect" of unemployment within the family. whereby a husband's
joblessness contributes to both negative interactions within the

family system and stress-based difficulties

to fateral family

members. The results and interpretation of this study are fairly

credible given the longitudinal nature of the research design. In
particular,

the return to pre-morbid l-evels of functioning by the

re-employed group all-ows for some causal- inference that

1l
unemployment leads

to emotional strain for spouses and stress

on

the family system. However, it should be noted that the study did
not specifically examine marital dyadic relationship variables nor
any mediators of the dependent measures.

Sinilarly,

Cochrane and Stopes-Roe (1981) conducted intense

j_nterviews with l-50 men and 109 women in urban areas of England

using the Symptom Rating Test as one of their measures. Wives

with unemployed husbands reported higher level-s of psychiatric
symptomatology in comparison to wives whose husbands were

employed. Depressive and anxiety symptomatology appeared
especiaÌ1y prevalent in these wives of unemployed husbands. This
increased symptomatology was interpreted as being partially

due to

the material- hardship and status decline experienced by a marita1
couple once the husband becomes unemployed. However, this

interpretation remains speculatj-ve, as the cross-sectional nature
of the design l-eaves

some

ambiguity as to the direction of causal-

infl-uence. Again, this study did not investigate dyadic reactions
within the marital- rel-ationship associated with the

unemployment

of a husband.
Correlatj-onal- research by Brinkerhoff and White (1978)
compared husbands' income and employment

history with marital-

dyadic properties in a marginally employed white population.

Their sample was drawn from two communities in northwestern U.S.A.
which relied heavily on the seasonal industries of fishing

logging. It consisted of 89 couples whose male

and

members had a

history of underemployment or unemployment. l"lost of these

I2

individuals worked for part of the year at manual type jobs

and

388 of them were employed fuft-time at the time of the study.
Husbands and wives were interviewed

separately. Interviews

consisted of a series of Likert-type questions about marital role
performance and maritaf satisfaction.

A husband's economic rofe

performance $ras operationalized by measures involving

(i.e.,

J-ncome

total famil-y income in the year preceding the study)

employment status (i.e.,

number

and

of months of unemployment in the

year prior to the study) . A wife's household rofe performance
examined by measuring the extent of her participation

was

in household

tasks and her satisfaction with the division of labor.

The degree

of social integration or expressive exchange \,vas measured by

a

cumufative score on nine questions asking about the extent of
husband-wife participation

in a variety of activities

together

(e.g.. eating meal-s, going to movies). The marital satisfaction
measure consisted of seven items from Bowerman's (1957) Generaf

Evaluation of Marrj-age.

Brinkerhoff and White found that the husband's economic role
performance had no significant correlation with marital

satisfaction or with the organization of marital roles.

In

addition, no significant relationship between marital rol-e
performance and marital satisfaction existed, even when economic

variables were controlled.

Given these findings, it was suggested

that a husband's income and unempJ-oyment was not signifJ-cantly
related to maritaf satisfaction, nor were they mediated through
the marital- role varia-bl-es. Final-Lyr ârì interaction effect

13

indicated that,

among

the economically marginal couples in the
related

study, subjective economic satisfaction was significantly
to marital- satisfaction.

on the other hand, regarding

more

economically stable couples, economic perceptions did not appear

to play a substantial role in their marital satisfaction.
Brinkerhoff and lvhite's concfusion that a husband's l-evelunemployment over

the course of one year does not appear to have

a

direct, additive effect on either marital satisfaction or the
organization of marítal rol-es may be

somewhat

misleading, gj-ven

the sample and employment status variable used in the study.
Specifically, the sample cansisted of couples whose Iifestyle
incl-uded frequent unemployment. The nature of their communities,

with the heavy economic rel-iance on seasonal- industrj-es (i-e-,
fishing, Iogging), can be expected to promote a cyclical form of
unemployment, with work availability

being determined by the time

of the year. It would seem likely that after living in these
communities for awhile and experiencing these ffuctuations in work

availability,

couples would adjust to some extent to the economic

circumstances of the location.

attempt to buitd a lifestyle

In essence, over time they would

congruent with their situation.

Therefore, the findings are not likely generalizabl-e to married
couples living j-n communities where unemployment is not
expected part of the lifestyle.

an

Furthermore, the study's

conclusion concerning unemployment and maritaf satisfaction is
misleading in that it's

design did not involve a comparison

between couples with working husbands and couples with jobless

I4

husbands. It can be argued that the employment status variable
(i.e., number of months of husband's joblessness in the year prior
to the study) did not sufficiently

discriminate the couples in

terms of the employment status of the husband. The immediate work

situation of a husband wou]d seem to be more criticaÌ
employment

than

history in terms of investigating unemployment

and

marital- satísfaction.
Unemployment and Social- SuPPort

Up to this point, the literature

review has focused on

studies investigating the impact of an individual's

unemployment

on families, marríages ' and spouses. Yet spouses, families and
friends can in turn exert their own counter influence on the
unemployment experience

of an individual by supplying them \dith

what is commonly known as "social supporttt.
Cobb (L976) defined sociaf support as "information leading

the subject to believe that he is cared for and loved...,
esteemed" and a member of "a network of communication and mutuAl

obligation" (p. 300). Sociaf support is generally conceptualized
as including both instrumental and emotional dimensj-ons.
Instrumental forms of support would include the direct provision

of material resources, services, information and ad.vice.
Emotional support would consist of such things as the expression

of positive affect (e.g., liking, empathy' encouragement), the
affirmation of attitudes and vafues, and the communication of
acceptance.
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In depth case studies of unemployed workers and their
families during the Great Depression provide
interpersonal relationships with family

some evidence

members and

that

peers can

moderate the negative effects of unemplolzment. Once again,
Komarovsky (1935) provided qualitative data regarding this issue,

noting that the nature of the pre-unemployment marital- relations
seemed

to play

some

part in the degree of deterioraLíon of

individuals and families facing unemployment. A section of his
structured interviews examined retrospectively the quality of the
pre-unemployment marital relations.

Specifically, he reported

that positíve maritaf relations based on love and respect appeared
to promote better coping on the part of unemployed husbands

and

their families.
- Bakke (1940), in a further case study, investigated

economic

support as an important mediator for individual-s adjusting to

joblessness. In focusing on famity conditions encouraging optimal
functioning during prolonged job loss, Bakke found that families
suffering the least disruption
assumed some economic

\,vere

those in which family

members

responsibifities in the wake of the job loss

of the primary breadwinner.
In describing the varied responses to job l-oss in

an

economically troubled English community gathered from observations
and interviews of families experiencing unemployment, Jahoda,

Lazarsfel-d and Zeisel (I972) suggested that both family and social

relationships
some

heJ-ped

buffer the potential negative effects for

of the individuals examined. Both Bakke (f940) and Jahoda et
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al. (L972) noted that, in

some

of the cases they investigated,

prolonged unemployment seemed re]ated to the deterioration of

supportive refationships which had served as buffers in the

earl-ier stages of job loss.
Again, in reviewing these case studies addressing social
support as a moderating infl-uence of the impact of unemployment,

the methodological timitations of retrospective data with

no

control groups has to be taken into account. Furthermore, the
construcL of social support as a particular quality of

interpersonal relationships was inferred in these studies, not
measured directly.
The most significant

quantitative contemporary research

on

the role of socia1 support as mediating the consequences of
unemployment involves a tongitudinal study of blue-collar factory

workers losing their jobs due to plant closings (Cobb & Kasl,
L977¡ KasI, core & Cobb, 1975). Gore (1978) specifically

findings from this study regarding social- support.

examined

The

experimental sample consisted of 54 rural and 46 urban, married,
unemployed

bl-ue-coffar workers involved in two plant shutdowns.

control group was made up of 74 individuafs continuously

A

employed

in simj-l-ar occupations as the experimental sample.
Data were cofLected by public health nurses who visited both

experimental and control subjects five times over the course of
tv,¡o

year period.

a

Social support was measured using a l-3-item

index examining the extent of supportive and affiliative
r,¡ith wife, friends, and relatives.

relations

Dependent heal-th measures

L7

incfuded level of depressive affect, somatic symptoms,

chofesterol fevels.

and

Depression was measured by a 26 item index of

anxiety-tension, seJ-f-esteem and sadness. This index was formed
through an item analysis of scal-es used by Gurin, Veroff and

Fel-d

(1960) and by Langner and Michael (1963). The measure of somatic
symptoms

involved counting the number of complaints out of a list

of 13 physical

symptoms which respondents

reported for a two-week

period. Chofesterol levels were taken from obtained bl-ood
sampfes. Other variabl-es measured were weeks unemployed'

economic

deprivation, and perceived economic deprivation.
Overall, Gore's findings showed the negative health
consequences of job loss as being l-east severe for those workers

perceiving spouses, friends, and rel-atives as supportive during
their unemployment. Specifically, during their periods of
joblessness, the supported subjects in comparison to the
unsupported subjects appeared to be experiencing lower level-s of

stress, as indicated by lower elevations and fess change in
measures of cholestero], somatic slzmptoms, self-blame, and

perceived economic deprivation.
Gore (1978) concluded that social support is a potent

provider of self-esteem separate from instrumental accomplishments
such as work. On the other hand, the loss of work combined with

a

low level- of social- support exacerbates the stress associated with
joblessness by removing an individual's major source of
self-esteem.

I8
The measures of social support in this study were fairly

global, making it difficult

to ascertain and identify the nature

of the support being provided. Given that both supported

and

unsupported groups of subjects had similar unemployment

experiences, as evidenced by their reported number of

weeks

unemployed and levels of economic deprivation, it seems likely

that the support was emotional- in nature rather than instrumental.
However, differentiating

the relative contributions of the sources

of sociaf support (i.e.,

spouse, children, relatives or friends)

cannot be accomplished from the data at hand.

It woul-d

seem

likely that at least

some

of the socJ-ally

supported, married, unempÌoyed individuals in this and other

studies

(Bakke

t L94O; Jahoda et al., L972) experienced stable

marital rel-ations as an important source of sociaf Support in the
face of their joblessness. fn essence, these studies provide
indirect evidence for varying marital responses (i.e.,

more

supportive

vs. non-supportive) to unemployment.
However, the differences between the supportive and

non-supportive marriages in the face of unemployment in these

studies f{ere, for the most part, not determined. Gorers

(1978)

findings did indicate that rural- men consistently reported higher
level-s of social support than urban men. This would suggest that

the sociaf milieu is

somehow

associated with social support. It

was explained that possibly the rural subjects experienced

stronger social ties because of their ethnic and cultural
background.
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surunary

of unemployment Líterature and statement of Proposed

Research

fn summary, numerous studies on unemptoyed individuals

has

determined the high l-ikefihood of involuntary joblessness

resulting in lowered physical and psychological well--being.
Overafl, the size of the l-iterature on invofuntary

unemployment

and marital rel_ations is quite small-, fragmented and J-acking in

conceptual direction.

Given the changing cuJ-tural- norms in North

America surrounding marital roles over the past two decades '
of the reviewed studies would be somewhat dated and not

many

necessarily generalizable to the current situation.
Intuition,

anecdotal- evidence presented in the media (e.9.,

et al . , 1983) and macro-leve] research findings (e-9. '
Ambert, 1980; Sawhill et al., 1975) suggest that unempi-oyment is
IvlcGrath

associated with marital problems. fn addition, some micro-l-evel-

empirical studies report a spread of negative effects and fowered
well-being from unemployed husbands to their wives (Liem,
Cochrane & Stopes-Roe, 198I).

l-983;

Nonethel-ess' some descriptive and

empiricat studies cal-I into question the uniformity of negative
effects associated with the unemployment of a husband (Brinkerhoff
&

White, L978¡ Komarovsky, 1935; Marsden & Dufft L975;

McCabe &

Thomas,

Berry, 1980). Research focusing on social support

and

the unemployed individual would appear to further corroborate the
diversity of marital responses to unemployment, as

some

individuafs were the recipient of social support from their wives
whiLe others were not (Bakke, I94O; Gore I L918; Jahoda et a1.,

I972¡ Komarovsky,

1935) .
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Tabl-e f illustrates

this variabil-ity in research findings

concerning marital relations in the context of the unemployment of

the husband. Despite the presence of variability

in marital

reactions to unemployment within and across studies, there

has

been no systematic attempt to identify the significant variables

which serve to mediate these different responses within a maritaf

relationship.

This woul-d appear to be an issue worthy of

investigation.
Conclusions in this area concerning the effects of
unemployment on

marital relations have been largely determined

from descriptive research (Bakke, !g4O; Komarovsky, 1935;
&

Duff,

L975)

Mar'sden

, and macro-Ievel investigations (¡rmbert' f980; Miao,

1980; Sawhil-l- et aI., L975). v,/hile these forms of research can

be

useful in the early stages of the investigation of an area' they
tend to be limiting in formulating a conceptual modeL.

Some

micro-l-evel empirical research has been undertaken (Brinkerhoff

!ùhite, 1978¡ Cochrane & Stopes-Roef ]980; Liem, l-983;
McCabe &

ç

Thomas,

Berry, l-980) and more of this genre of research is

necessary to examine in a more specific manner the relationship
between unemployment and marital relations.

As outlined in the above review, a large proportion of the
undertaken studies examining unemployment and marriages suffer
from methodoJ-ogical fl-aws such as small sample síze (Komarovsky,
1935; I4arsden & Duff, L975), retrospective data (Komarovsky, 1935;
Thomas

et aI.,

1980)

, imprecise definition of

unemployment

(Brinkerhoff & White, 1978) and the lack of control-s or

a

2I

Table I
Su:n:nary

of Research Findings: Type of Influence of

Unemployment

of Husbands on Marital Relations

Type of Influence

Positive

Type of Study

Neqative

Neutral

Descriptive Studies
Kamarovsky (1935)
Marsden and Duff (f975)

X

Macro-Levef Studies

Ambert (1980)

X

l"liao

x

(L97 4)

Sawhill, Peabody,

Jones
(1975)
and Caldwell-

Micro-Level Studies

Brinkerhoff and !'lhite

(1978)

Cochrane and Stopes-Roe (1980)

Liem (1983)
Thomas, McCabe and
Berry (1980)

x

(1951-1960)

X

(1961-1970)
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comparison group of "employed" couples (Brinkerhoff & White, I918¡
Cochrane & Stopes-Roe, I98O; fhomãs, llcCabe & Berry, I98O) -

latter methodofogical concern would

seem

particularly

This

salient.

A

fundamentaf issue for this research area would involve determining

the differences between "unemployed" couples and "employed"
coupJ-es

in terms of the interactive characteristics or dyadic

action patterns of marital partners.
Therefore, the intent of the proposed research is to extend
previous equivocal research findings by utilizing
model-

a fine-grained

of marital rel-ations. In thÍs manner' marriages with

husbands involuntarily

employed can be compared with marriages

with employed husbands in terms of micro-rel-ationship variables.
As we11, it will explore variables which may mediate the varying

reactions of unemplayment within a marriage.
More specifically,
exchange mode]

the proposed research wil-l- use a social

of marriages which deLineates dyadic

within maritaf relationships.

exchanges

Vlithin this framework, a husband's

employment is considered to play a significant part in these

exchanges. As a result, the model- wil-I al-low for an investigation

of the effects of the husband's unempÌoyment within the context of
these exchanges. The marital- reciprocity role model of Scanzoni
(1970

, ]:g72) has been chosen as the maritaf exchange framework for

the proposed research. The nature of this model and the
development of research hypotheses wil-l- be discussed in the

following section.
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lvlarital- Rofe Reciprocity

I'[ode]-

Scanzoni (1970, I972) developed a conceptual modef for
marriages based on the social exchange theory of Thibaul-t

and

Kelly (1959). The model defines marriage as an agreement

where

t\,vo persons share

instrumental and expressive interdependencies

through a reciprocal process of ongoing transactions

and

exchanges. InstrumentaL components of the marital exchange woufd

include economic contributions, decision-making behaviors,

and

performance of household tasks (e.g., chil-dcare, cleaning,

cooking, etc...).

Expressive parts of the marital- exchange refer

to the diversity of primary interactions between husbands

and

wives (e.g., companionship, communication, understanding, sexual
behaviors)

.

In differentiating

the rofes of husbands and wives in the

instrumental and expressive areas of marriages, Scanzoni presented
them as making specific contributions to each other according to

the marital exchange agreement. Within the separate instrumental
and expressive dimensions, husband and wife roles have specific

obligations they are asked to fulfill-

according to an agreed upon

marital exchange structure.
l"lore specifically,

Scanzoni presented marriages as exhibiting

a range of possibil-ities in terms of the sex-rol-e differentiation
associated with spousal instrumental and expressive exchanges

within the relationship.

As delineated in Figure I' this range of

possibiJ-ities constitutes a continuum with a marriage's positj-on
on it determined by a wife's status in relation to her husband's
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in the overall marital exchange structure.

This status is defined

according to the types and ratios of contributions attached to
husband and wi-fe rol-es within both instrumental and expressive

dimensions.

Figure I
Continuum of }4arital- Arrangements Based on Wife's Status

in Relation to her Husband's (Scanzoni' L97O,
Property
Status

Complement Junior Partner
Status
Status

Tradj-tional-

1972)

Equal- Partner

Status

\
-----7

Modern

As can be seen in Figure 1, the continuum extends from
marriages with wives having "Property" status at one end to
marriages with wives of "Equal Partner" status at the other end.

!{ives having "Complement" and "Junior Partner" statuses fal-l in
between these two endpoints.

For those wives with "Property" status (Figure 2),
instrumental and expressive contributions are numerous whil-e what
they receive in return consists primarily of economic support
emanating from the husband's work. Husbands within this status
arrangement correspondingly perform negligible expressive

obligations whife receiving much in return in both the
instrumental and expressive areas. Scanzoni argues that the
increase of women's rights over the course of this century has led

to an extinction of these kinds of marriages in modern day North
America.
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Figure

2

Exchanges in Marriages with Wife Having

"Property" Status (Scanzoni , L97O, I972)

Husband's Contributions:

Wife' s Contributions:

ïnstrumental

Instrumentaf

Economic Provider

Household Task Performance
Deference in Decision-Making

Expressive

Primary Behaviors
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In comparison, a wife with "Compfement" status in relation to
her husband receives significantly

more from him, particularly

in

the expressive real-m. As outl-ined in Figure 3, the husband's
expressive contributions in this maritaf arrangement have
increased to equal his wifets in quantity and kind.

However'

differences in spousal contributions remain in the instrumentaf
area with husbands assuming excl-usively the role of economic

provider while wives define their role to complement their
husbandts work, making instrumental contributions as a homemaker
and major chil-d care agerrt, and by defering in decision-making.

At the

same

time, husbands are expected to make

some

further

instrumentaf contributions by occasionalj-y helping with household

responsibilities

and sharing some of their authority' even though

these remain relatively minor.
The wife with "Junior Partner" status can be applied to the

increasing number of married

women who engage

in paid work outside

of the househol-d. In these kinds of marriages (Figure 4), the
wifets instrumental- receipts from the husband increase in that,

as

a result of her contribution to family economic resources through
work, the husband reciprocates by giving her greater authority

and

bargaining po\der regarding family decisions. However, wives

within this arrangement do retain a subordinate.status, as the
husband is continued to be defined as the major family provider
and wives are expected to assume both work responsibil-ities and

a

high leveI of household duties.
The wife with "Equal Partnert' status in rel-ation to husbands

characterizes marriages where rol-e interchangeability exists
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Figure

3

Exchanges in lvlarriages with Wife Having
"Complement" status (Scanzoni, L97o, L972)

Husband's Contributions:

Vlifer s Contributions:

Instrumental

Instrumental

Economic Provider

Househofd Task Performance
Deference in Ðecision-Making

Exchange

Expressive

Expressive

Primary Behaviors

Prj-mary Behaviors

¿o

Figure

4

Exchanges in Marriages with Wife Having

ttJunior Partnertt Status (Scanzoni , L97O,

L972)

Husband's Contributions:

!,lif er s Contributions:

Instrumental

Instrumental

Major: Economic Provider

Major: Househofd

Task
Performance

Deference in
Decision-Making

Minor: Househol-d Task
Performance

Some Sharing of
Decision-Making

Minor: Economic Provider

E4change

Expressive

Expressive

Primary Behaviors

Primary Behaviors
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rather than rol-e differentiation.

Equa1

marital partners

wouLd be

both providers and homemakers in an interchangeable sense.

As

demonsLrated in Figure 5, both husbands and wives make equitable
economic contributions, share decision-making influence, and

perform simil-ar Level-s of household obligations.
Overal-l-, within aIl the maritaf arrangements explicated,

a

husbandts economic support forms a major contribution in the

marital- exchange, for which the wife trades both instrumental
expressive contributions in return.

On

and

the continuum of possible

marital arrangements, a husband's contributions go from being
excl-usively economic in "Property" status marriages to being

more

diverse as one moves down the continuum towards "Equal Partner"
status marriages. Nonethefess, a husband's economic performance
remains a substantial contribution even in "Equal Partner" types

of marriages. However, one of the fundamentaf aspects of these
l-atter types of marriages involves the presence of
interchangeability and flexibility

within spousal roles, so that

economic support can potentially.be replaced by other

contributions.
Scanzoni (1980) examined the validity

of classifying

modern

marriages into the above-described schema. A sample of 435 young

white wives living in the eastern part of the U.S.A.

were

categorized according to Scanzoni's marital types, by their
responses to the questj-on: t'Woul-d you say it is mostly your
husband's duty, mostly your duty, or do you and your husband share

equally the duty to provide the family's financial support?"
lVomen

in the three resultant contemporary marital categories
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Figure

5

Exchanges in Marriages with !{ife Having
t'Equa1 Partner"

Status (Scanzoni , I97O,

L972)

Husband's Contributions:

Wife' s Contributions:

Instrumental-

Instrumental

Economic Provider
Household Task Performance
Sharing of Decision-I4aking

Economic Provider
Household Task Performance

Sharing of Decision-Making

Exchange

Expressive

Expressive

Primary Behaviors

Primary Behaviors
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(i.e., wife as Equal Partner, Junior Partner or Complement)

were

then compared on five clusters of variables which are theorized to

differentiate the three types. These included occupational
control

commitment, income, househol-d task performance, fertility

and sex role preference.

Findings in the study showed Equal Partner wives

as

displaying greater labor force commitment, earning higher income,
experiencing more help from their husbands with househol-d tasks,
having more control- over family planning so as to enhance

occupational participation,

and expressing J-ess tradj-tional- sex

roles than Junior Partner wives. Similarly, the Junior Partner
wives were significantly

different from

Compl-ement

wives on alf

five variables (i.e., more work commitment, higher earnings,
sharing in household tasks' more fertility

traditionat in sex role attitudes).
fíndings that the classification
differentiating

modern

more

control rigor, and less

It \¡/as concfuded from these

schema was

val-id in

marriages. Findings would also suggest

that marriages could be placed on the theorized continuum of
marital types (i.e. wife with "Comp1ement" status to wífe with
"Equal Partner" status), according to the expressed sex-ro1e

preference of the partners in the marital relationship.

Historically in western countries, the highly traditionalrole differentiation

contained in marriages where wives

the described "Property" status

deveJ-oped

assumed

out of the industrial-

revol-ution of the early l-800s, where husbands were clearly
expected to be the family breadwinner whil-e wives reciprocated as
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homemakers and chil-dcare

of

women

agents. It is only recently, in the

wake

obtaining expanded legaÌ rights, the raising of public

consciousness concerning the equality of individuals, and woments

entry into the outside workforce that a transition in marital
rof es is taking pJ-ace.
Research conducted in the 1970's has documented this graduaÌ

transition in sex-rol-e norms within marriages, from traditional
differentiation
Duncan

towards the more modern egalitarianism (Duncan

&

, 1978; lglehart, L978¡ Mason, Czajba & Arber, I976i
Specifical-ly, in

Scanzoni, I978¡ Thornton & Freedman, I979).

relation to the Scanzoni model of marital types,

women would

appear to have moved from having "ProperLy" status within

marriages to ttComplementtt, "Junior Partner" and ttEqual Partner"

statuses (Scanzoni, 1980; Bernard' I981).

In fact, with the

current prevalence of working wives, a majority of marriages would
seem

to reflect wives with "Junior Partner" and "Equal Partner"

statuses. Recent statistics

sho\^¡

the percentage of married

women

participating in the labor force in Canada has increased from 20t
in l95l- to 60È in 1981 (Labour Canada, 1983).
This increasing economic contribution of

women

in marriages

has encouraged a concomitant change in the husband's role in both

the instrumentaf and expressive areas of the relationship.
Bernard (1981) commented that this transition in husband's roles

in contemporary marriages has involved a lessening of economic
provider obligations, offset by an increase in expressive
contributions and greater sharing of household responsibifities
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and chifdcare.

Vlhile husbands appear receptive of the change in

expectations in the expressive area of marriage, they appear to

be

sfower in adopting household responsibil-ities as a significant

part of their redefined role.
An examination of time budget studies of household task

allocation in marriages with working wives suggest that

a

husband's performance of househol-d duties did not change initiai-Iy
subsequent to wives entering the workforce in the 1960s and only

started to show smal] increases in the late 1970s (Berk & Berk,
1979¡ Pleck, L979; Pleck & Lang' 1979; Robinson, L977¡ Vanek,
1974¡ Vlalker, I97Oi Walker &

Woods

, L976). In a review of

research in this area, Scanzoni and Fox (l-980) concluded that:

a) working wives continue to have the primary responsibility for
household and famify functioning; b) employment status of wives

has minimal effects on a husband's contribution to domestic tasks;

c) working wives

assume

both work and domestic responsibilities

at

the expense of feisure and sleep time; d) cumulative family time
devoted to housework decreased following the employment of the

wife; and e) ol-der children show increased performance of
househol-d tasks in famil-íes with working wives.

In sum, whíIe there seems to be

some movement towards more

equitable and interchangeable marital- rol-es as defined in
Scanzonits "Equal Partner" status marriages, the data on working

wives and research on household task performance would suggest

that many current day marriages adopt an exchange agreement which
approximates that described with the wife as "Junior Partner".

At
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the

same

time, there continues to be marriages with wives having

the described "Compl-ement" status while those with wives
"Property" status have been virtually

extinct.

as

this is likely to

be the marital pattern in the large percentage of marriages in
which the wife is not working. As well, it is expected that

a

signíficant number of dual-career couples have an "Equal Partner"
arrangement (Scanzoni, 1980) .

Atkinson and Bol-es (f984) proposed a fourth contemporary
marital- arrangement, termed wives with "Senior Partner" status.

In these marriages, the wife's occupation is perceived as more
important than the husband's, such that the marital relationship
and family tife is organized around the wife's career.

Tn

addition, wives in these marriages have occupational superiority
over their husbands in terms of occupational status and income.
Based on income

data, the preval-ence of these kinds of marriages

is surprisingly significant,

as figures from the 1982 Current

Population Survey (U.S. Bureau of the Census' l-983) showed wives
earning more than their husbands in

l-2%

of all- U.S.

coupJ-es.

Of interest in terms of marital exchanges, Atkinson and Boles
examined the division of household labor in these kinds of

marriages and found that the wife spent at l-east as much and at

times slightly more time on household chores than their husbands.
No data was colfected on decision-making power or expressive forms

of exchanges in these marriages, so it remains difficult
ascertainÍng a complete picture of the marital exchange pattern in
them.
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l4arital- SatisfactÍon.
From the presented model- of potential marital arrangements,

conjugal satisfaction and stability

in the marriage is dependent

on the degree to which equitable exchanges take place between the

spouses. rt is expected that as long as the reciprocal dynamics
are continued j-n both the instrumental and expressive areas of the
relationship, a certaj-n maintenance and stability

of the

husband-wife association will be present.
A major contribution of husbands in all the presented maritalarrangements invol-ves that of economic provider through work

performance. This contribution afso conveys social status

upon

the famiì-y. Scanzoni (I972) perceived the foundation of the
exchange processes in marriages as resting heavily on a husband's

ability

to fulfill

this provider role:

In simplified form, we may suggest that the husband
in modern society exchanges hj-s status for maritalsolidarity...Specifically,

the greater the degree

of the husband's integration into the opportunity
system (the more his education, the higher the job

status, the greater the income), the more fully

and

extensively is the interlocking network of marital
rights and duties performed in reciprocal fashion.
The economic rewards he provides motivate the wife

to respond positively to hj-m, and her response to
him in turn gives rise to a continuing cycle of

rectitude and gratitude (p. 65).
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Numerous

studies have shown a strong positive relationship

between a husband's socioeconomic status (i.e.,

occupation,

education, income) and both leveIs of marital satisfaction (Blood
& V{olfe , I96Q¡ Scanzoni , L97O¡ Ig75), and marital stabi}ity
& Norton, I97L; l"lonahan, L962) .

(Glick

The findings of these studies are

consistenL with the presented model, as it predicts that greater
instrumental- benefits in a marriage, especially of an economic

type, will generate greater expressive satisfactions within that
marriage.
Given the sal-iency of a husband's job as an instrumental

contribution to the contracted exchange agreement within marriage,
it is expected that a husband's unemployment coul-d significantly
reduce significantly

his contribution towards the overalf

exchange. The resulÈant dynamics following a husband's job loss
wou1d likeJ-y

involve significant imbalance in the exchange process

between spouses. Corresponding decreases in a wifets

contributions can be expected and dissatisfaction on both the
spouse's part is likely to ensue. Therefore, at a globa1 l-evel

it is

based on the presented theory of maritaL roLe reciprocity,

hypothesized that marriages in which the husband is unemployed

will present lower levels of marital satisfaction being
experienced by both husband and wife when compared with those in
which the husband is

empJ-oyed.

At a more specific leveI, the

mode1 woul-d

predict that the

l-oss of a husband's economic and status contributions to

a

marriage through unemployment woul-d resul-t in dimunition of

a
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wifets contributions in househol-d task performance

and

decision-making deference, and in the expressive area of the

marital- relationshl-p. Furthermore, it is expected that the degree

of dimunition of these contributions in the household task

and

decision-making areas would serve to mediate the level- of a wifets

marital satisfaction associated with the husband's job loss'
Household Task Performance.
The presented marital reciprocity role model conceptualizes

the spousal exchanges as involving both instrumentaf
expressive contributions.

and

In the instrumentaf realm in

contemporary marriages, a husband's contribution can invol-ve

primarily serving as economic provider or include both

economic

and household task performance. In return, the wifers

instrumental duties can comprise primarily of assuming household
and chil-dcare responsibilities

as wel-l as showing deference to the

husband in the famiJ-y decision-making process or invol-ve

a

combination of employment and household contributions.
Given the prominence of a husbandts work performance in the

overall maritaf exchange regardl-ess of the type of marital
arrangement, it can be expected that a husbandts loss of work will

result in

some

dimunition in the wife's household task performance

in response to the imbalance in exchanges.
Therefore, based on the maritaf reciprocity role model, it is
hypothesized that marriages in which the husband is unemployed

will- show lower levels of household task performance by wives than
those in which the husband is employed.
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Furthermore, given the described instrumental exchange which

takes place between spouses, it wouÌd be expected that a husbandrs
involvement in househofd and childcare task areas will mediate to
some

extent the rel-ationship between a husband's unemployment

marital satisfaction.

Specifically, the degree to which a

takes on household and childcare duties would serve as

and

husband

an

instrumental contribution in the marital exchange which might

offset losses in the husbandts instrumentaf contribution incurred
through job loss.
Therefore, based on the marital reciprocity role model-, it is
hypothesized that househol-d task performance will mediate the

level- of a wife's marital- satisfaction in marriages where the
husband is unemployed, such that the greater the husband's

invol-vement in househol-d tasks, the greater the level of her

marital satisfaction.
tr4aritaf Decision-Iulaking Power.

Rollins and Bahr (1976) defined marital decision-making

power

as "the rel-ative ability of the two marriage partners to inffuence
the behavior of each other" (p. 619). The marital reciprocity
rol-e model presents maritaf decision-making power as being

an

integral component of the instrumental exchanges in a marital
agreement. Specifically,

in marriages in which a wife assumes

a

"Junior" partner or "Complementtt role in relation to her husband,
a husband's fulfillment

of economic duties is exchanged for

compliance by the wife in marital decision-making. On the other

hand, in "Equal Partnert' types of marriages, marital
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decision-making is expected to involve sj-milar leveIs of input
from both spouses as other instrumental contributions are more or

less equitabl-e between

them.

Scanzoni (L972) terms the authority granted to husbands

through this exchange process as "Iegitimate power" in that it is
based on the l-evel of economic rewards husbands are able to supply

to their wives. Findings from numerous studies investigating
marj-tal decision-making power are consistent with the expected
instrumental- exchange of a husbandts economic contributions for

wife's deference in maritaf decision-making (Blood & Vtolfe,

a

1960¡

Centers, Raven & Rodrigues, 1971; Fox, I973¡ Safilios-Rothschild,

J-916). Basically, these sLudies showed that the greater the
economic resources (i.e.,

income, occupational status, education)

a hiisband brought to a marriage, the more decision-making he was
accorded in the marital relationship.

The findings confirmed the

notion, contained in the presented marital- model, that husbands in
modern day marriages must bargaj-n for legitimate power.

In addition, according to Scanzoni's marital model, a
situation of inequity would develop in those marriages where the
level of a husband's marital- decision-making power exceeds in
perceived worth his instrumental contribution to the marriage. In
these situations, some of the power would be non-legitimate.
Lowered maritaf satisfaction can be expected since a wife is

likeIy to be dissatisfied with a husband's exercj-se of
non-legitimate power, as J-t represents an unfair, inequitabte
exchange.

4U

Given the exchange within marriages of economic resources for
decision-makj-ng pov/erf some resolution of the inequitabl-e maritaf

situation following a husband's job loss might involve having the
wife

assume more

marital- decision-making power. Therefore, based

on the marital- reciprocity role model-, it is hypothesized that the

level- of a husbandts decision-making pov,/er in those marriages in
which he is unempÌoyed will be less than in those j-n which he is
employed.

Similarly, as a result of these exchange dynamics, it is
hypothesized that the level of a husband's decision-making

porder

wil-I mediate the level- of marital satisfaction experienced

by

wives in marriages where the husband is unemployed, such that the

greater the unemployed husband's fevel of decision-making powerf
the lower the wife's l-evel- of marital satisfaction.
Expressive Exchanges.
According to the presented model-, a further significant part

of the maritaL exchange network is the expressive exchanges which
take place between spouses. As previously mentioned, these
incl-ude such primary behaviors as companionship, communication,
understanding and sex. Performance of expressive duties combines

with those in the instrumental area to make up the overall
contribution a spouse makes in the marital relationship.
Scanzoni's model- conceptuaLizes both husbands and wives in the

various contemporary marital arrangements as contributing similar
l-evel-s and types of expressive behaviors to the relationship.

At

the same time, he also specifies that expressive exchanges between

4t
spouses are generated in part from the instrumental exchanges.

ïn

particular, the husband's performance as an economic provi-der is
considered a salient catal-ytic factor to expressive exchanges.
Given this relationship between instrumental- and expressive
exchanges, it is expected that the loss of a husband's job will

result in

some

dimunition of a wifets expressive contributions.

Therefore, based on the marital reciprocity role model, it is
hypothesized that marriages in which the husband is unemployed

wilf show lower l-evel-s of expressive behaviors between

spouses

than those in which the husband is employed.
Other Potential Mediating Variables
As expJ-icated in the previous section, the proposed model
woul-d

predict that household task performance and decision-making

power are mediating variabfes of the l-evel- of a wife's marital

satisfaction in marriages in which the husband is unemployed.
Further mediators worthy of consid.eration from the presented

model

would incLude sex-role preference, perceived l-evel- of financial-

difficul-ties

and level- of psychological well-being.

Sex-Role Preference-

Sex-role preference refers to the degree of

role-interchangeability spouses will al-low within their marita1
system. this construct places marriages on a continuum from
tttraditional-t' to "modern" depending on the perspectives concerning
sex-roles within a marriage (Scanzoni, 1980). A traditional
perspective towards marital roles hofds the division of l-abor in
home and

society to be regulated by gender. It caffs for rigid
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sex-role differentiation

within the instrumental and expressive

areas of marital functioning.

Some

stratification

is expected in

this perspective, with a husband's occupatj-onaf goals taking
precedence over the goals of his wife.
A modern perspective of marital- roles al-Iows for

role-interchangeability between spouses within the instrumental
and expressive areas of marital functioning.

It is highfy

flexibfe concerning potential marital- roles for spouses, with
gender not being a factor in maritaf role definition.

l"loreover,

the interests of the wife are equal in significance to those of
the husband.
As explai-ned in the previous section delineating the marj-taf

reciprocity role modeL, Scanzoni (1972) conceptualizes marriages
falfing on a continuum depending on a v/ifers status in rel-ation to
her husband, with wife as "Complement" status at one end and wife
as "Equa.I Partner" status at the other end. îhe wife with
"Property" status is presented as having highly rigid sex-role
specialization within the marriage while the wife with
Partner" status has

maximum

role interchangeability.

"Equal-

The contruct

of sex-role preference has been shown to be a discriminator as to
where marriages fall

on this latter continuum of marital- types

(Scanzoni, I980).

It would be expected that the sex-role preference within

a

marriage would be an important mediating varia-Ì¡le of the

relationship between the
satisfaction.

unempJ-oyment

of the husband and marital

A marriage experiencing the unempl-oyment of the

Âa

perspective

husband in which marital partners hold a traditional

of sex role preference, with fairly rigid role specializatj-on'

may

not be flexj-ble enough to allow for the necessary negotiation,

and

re-structuring of exchange agreements between spouses in order to
reach a ne\d concensus. Expectations surrounding the husband's

contribution to the marriage remain in the provider-economic reafm
and no amount of negotíation between spouses would enabl-e the
husband to find an adequate replacement for these contributions.
On

the other hand, in marriages experiencing the

unemployment

of the husband in which marital- partners hold a more modern
perspective of sex roles, allowing for some role

interchangeability, there would likely be
negotiating a

ne\.{

some room

for

reciprocity agreement or a ne\,¡ bal-ance in

exchanges. In these types of marriages, husbands woul-d be

more

likely to justly contribute to marital exchange agreements in
other reaÌms following job loss.
For example, some role reversal might be accomplished in
modern marriages experiencing unemployment, whereby

the wife works

and makes economic contributions while the husband reciprocates by

performing more household and chil-drearing duties.
may

illustrate

Although this

an extreme case of role interchangeability, it

could play an important part in a couple's ability

to reach a

new

reciprocal arrangement of rights and duties foll-owj-ng a husband's
job 1oss.
Therefore, based on the marital- role reciprocity model, it is
hypothesized that sex role preference of spouses will- mediate the
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marital satisfaction of both husbands and wives in marriages
experiencing the unemployment of the husband, such that the

more

"modern" the maritaÌ gender role perspective. the higher the

marital satisfaction.
Perceived Level of Financial Difficulties.
As previously mentioned, a husband's job provides both

financial- and status rewards as significant instrumental
contributions to the marital system. There are mixed findings in
the literature concerning a framework of marriage such

as

Scanzoni's (I972), which contends that socioeconomic rewards such
as income and social prestige levels are causally linked to
favorabl-e marita] outcomes. Numerous studj-es support this

contention, as they have shown family socioeconomic status,
usually measured by both a husband's occupational prestige
income level-, to have significant

and

positive associations with

marital cohesiveness (Levinger, L965) , maritaf satisfaction (Blood
& !'7olfe, 1960; Scanzoni, L97O¡

I975), the development of positive

interpersonaf exchange within the marriage (Komarovsky,
Scanzoni, I97O¡ 1975) , and marj.tal stability

1962¡

(Bernard, 1966¡

Cutright, I97I; Glick & Norton, L97L; Kephart, 1955; lvlonahan,
1962)

.

On

the other hand,

some

recent studies have reported Litti-e

or no rel-ationship between objective levels of income within
marriage and reports of marital quality and stability.

a

Galligan

and Bahr (1978) found that a husband's income showed no refation

to marital- stability

when the level of family assets was

+5

controlled (i.e. ownership of home, business, farm, real estate,
stocks and bonds) . However, family asset l-evel did show

significant positive correlation with marital stability

a

regardl-ess

of income l-evel. It was concl-ud.ed that a key factor to maritaf
stability

was the ability

of spouses to effectively

manage

their

economic resources.

Brinkerhoff and VJhite (f978) found only a smaff association
between income level and reports of maritaf satisfaction in

a

sample of working-class couples faced with economic uncertainty

due to cyclical unemployment and underemployment. Nonetheless,

there was a significant positive relationship between a measure of
subjective economic satisfaction and marital- satisfaction within
the more marginal couples facing the highest leveÌs of
unemployment.

Glenn and lVeaver (f978) performed a multiple regression

analysis on data from three national surveys in the U.S., in order
to investigate relationships between a number of variabl-es
includíng famiJ-y
showed

virtually

j-ncome and

marital happiness. their results

no relationship existing between these two

variables.
Using a stratified

sample of 120 couples drawn from diverse

level-s of SES, Jorgensen (1978) examined the relationships between
economic and social- status contributions of both husband and wife

to the marriage and a number of indicators of perceived maritalquality, including perceived role competence of spouse, marital
satisfactj-on and dyadic committment. Findings showed a moderate
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relationship between the socioeconomic rewards (i.e.,

income,

occupational prestige, educational attainment) in a marriage

and

the two very specific marital quality measures as perceived by
wives of:

a) perceptions of husbands as competent providers,

and

b) reports of satisfaction with spouse's income. Interestingly,

a

husband's perceptions of marital quality appeared unaffected by

varying socioeconomj-c reward fevels.
Studies finding little

or no rel-ationship between objective

levels of a husband's socioeconomic contributions and mari-talquality would not necessarily be inconsistent with Scanzoni's
(L972) mari-tal roÌe reciprocity model. fn this model, a marital
system involving reciprocal exchanges is expected to be maintained
and satisfying as long as expectations from negotiaÈed agreements
between maritaL partners are adequately met. Dependent on such

variables as economic status aspirations and perceptions of

how

financial-J-y successful signíficant others are doing, expectations
surrounding socioeconomic rewards would vary from marriage to

marriage. Therefore, the l-evel- of socioeconomic contribution
which woul-d fulfill

a husband's obligation and promote marital

satisfaction can be expected to be relative to the marriage.
Scanzoni (1975) found in examining the relatj-onship between

objective socioeconomic indicator l-evels (e.9., husband's income,
occupational- status) and measures of marital- roLe reciprocity

(e.9., spousal empathy, expressiveness and companionship) that

a

spouse's subjective assessment of a couple's economic situation
was an important mediating variable.

A husband's fui-fil-lment of
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instrumental obligations emanating from the provider role

and

subsequent reciprocation on the wifets part in the form of

instrumental and expressive duties can be expected to be mediated
by the perceived l-evel of financial- difficulties

which a marriage

encounters. The perceived level of financial difficulties

woul-d

serve as a barometer of the husband's performance of his primary
instrumental- duties (i.e.,

supply

money)

.

For example, if a husband is able to rely on economic
resources from non-job sources such as savings or unemployment

insurance, he shoul-d be able to at l-east partially

ful-fil-l-

exchange agreements on which the marriage has been based by

diminishing financial difficulties

associated with joblessness.

However, if subsequent to a husbandrs joblessness, significant

financial difficulties

are encountered by a married couple, the

husband's perceived instrumental- contribution will- be severely

diminished, thereby weakening the reciprocal- network in the

marital system and hence overall- marital- satisfaction experienced
by the wife.
Therefore, based on the marital rol-e reciprocity model of
marriage, it is hypothesized that the l-evel- of percelved financial

difficulties

within the marriage will serve as a mediating

variable between a husbandts unemployment and associated marital
satisfaction of the wife, such that the greater the level- of
perceJ-ved f inanciaL dif f iculties,

the l-ower the l-evel of marital-

satisfaction experienced by the wife.
Level of Psychol-ogical- llel-l--Being.

Fina1ly, the model- should be extended to incl-ude
psychoJ-ogical well--being of marital partners as a mediator of
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marital satisfaction.
shows

Research on the unemployment of individuals

involuntary joblessness to be a significant stressor

resulting in anxiety and depression (Warr, 1983; Feather and
Barber, 1983), lower l-ife satisfaction (eanks and Jackson,

1982¡

Warr and Jackson, 1982; Warr and Payne, 1982) and a higher risk of
deveJ-oping

a psychiatric il-l-ness (\'{arr, 1983; Banks and Jackson,

L982). In addition,
unemployed husbands

some

studies have shown the wives of

to afso experience l-owered psychologj-caI

well-being (Liem, ]983; Cochrane and Stopes-Roe,

L982)

.

Marital research findings indicate that the personality
adjustment of husband and wives correl-ates significantl-y with the

quality of marital functioning (Barryt I97O; Cofe, Cole and

Dean,

l-980; Ðean, 1966). Given these l-atter findings and the determined
l-owered psychological wel-l--being associated

with unemployment, it

can be expected that psychological wel-l--being will

serve as

a

mediator of marital functioning within unemployed couples'

relationships such that the fower the l-evef of psychological
wel-l--being experienced by the husband and wife, the l-ower their
expressed level-s of marital- satisfaction.
Hypotheses:

In summary, based on the rol-e reciprocity model of marriage,
the predicted hypotheses of the proposed research are as follows:
1. Both husbands and wives in marriages in which the

husband

is unemployed will express lower levels of maritaL satisfaction
when compared

with marriages in which the husband is employed.

2. Wives in marriages in which the husband is

unemployed

will report l-ower level-s of househol-d task performance

when
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compared

with those from marriages in which the husband is

employed.

3. Unemployed husbands will have l-ower levels of marital
decision-making power than employed husbands.

4. l4arriages in which the husband is

unempJ-oyed

wil-l

show

lower leve1s of expressive behaviors between spouses than those in
which the husband is employed.

5-9. The variables of household task performance, marital
decision-making power, sex-rol-e preference, perceived l-evei- of

financial- difficulties

and psychological well-being will

serve

as

mediators of marital- satisfaction within "unempJ-oyed" couples'
rel-at,ionships such that:

5. The greater the husband's involvement in

househoJ-d tasks,

the higher the level of marital- satisfaction experienced by the
wife.
6. The greater the husband's level- of decision-making polver,
the l-ower the fevel- of marital satisfaction experienced by the
wife.
7. The more "modern" the maritaL sex-role preference adopted
by the spouses, the higher the level- of marital satisfaction
experienced by both spouses.

8. The greater the level- of perceived financialdifficul-ties,

the lower the level of marital- satisfaction

experienced by the wife.

9. The l-ower the level of psychological weJ-I-being of
husband and wife, the lower the l-evel- of maritaf saÈisfaction

experienced by them.
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Method

Participants
fncl-usion Criteria.

The design of the study called for two

groups of married or common-faw couples: a) Couples in which the
husband is unempJ-oyed (index group); b) couples in which the
husband is working full-time

(control group). For the index

group, husbands met the foLl-owing criteria:

a) Unemployed at the

time of participation in the study; b) l-aid-off from usual
ful-l-time job for at least three months; c) reason for layoff from
normal job was work shortage; d) not attending school,/training
course ful-Ì-time; e) living in Winnipeg. A few of the husband

participants from this index group engaged in casual- forms of
employment since their J-ayoff but this \i¡as generally short-term in

duration or invol-ved irregular part-time hours.
It is expected that the criterion for duration of joblessness
from normal occupation (i.e.,

three months) is suitabl-e in

defining the unemployed, based on Liemrs (1983) findings that
negative effects concerning wife and family associated with

a

husband's unemployment were present fol-lowing three months of

joblessness. The criteria of invol-untary job loss and the lack of
an educational- or work substitute for fufl-time employment shoul-d

result in the sel-ection of married couples where the husband
assumed an unemployed

has

role in the household.

For couples in the control group, husbands had al-l

been

working fulI-time for at least four consecutive months or
and they were l-iving in Winnipeg. f,iem (1983) reported

more
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del-eterious effects of the unemployment of husbands to have
disappeared shortfy fotlowing the re-employment of the husband.

Overal-l, it is expected that the sel-ection criteria
groups shoul-d differentiate

for the

two

them in terms of the rol-e of the

husband in the househol-d and consequent pattern of exchanges

within the married or common-law rel-ationship.
Descriptj-on of Recruitment Process
Al-l- the participants were recruited from Winnipeg union

locals of skilled and semi-skiLfed bl-ue-col-1ar workers. It

was

necessary to recruit participants from several- unions in order to

ensure sufficently large groups for the j-ntended analyses.

Specifically, the unemployed husbands were drawn from four union
Iocals which had experienced a large number of layoffs in the past
year due to work shortages: f) United Steefworkers of America -

Local 3960¡ 2) United Auto Workers - Loca] 2224¡ 3) TnternationalBrotherhood of Electrical lVorkers - Local 2085¡ 4) Sheetmetal

l{orkers Union - Local 511-. Table 2 provides a breakdown of index

participants by the union membership of the husband. The locals
of the United Steelworkers of America and United Auto Workers

were

invofved in the manufacturing and assembly of farm machinery whil-e
members

of the International Brotherhood of ElectricaL !ùorkers

and

Sheetmetal Workers Union local-s were predominantly invol-ved in the

construction trades.
The control group husbands were recruited from three union

Iocal-s whose members had experienced stable

empJ-oyment

for the

last two years or more. These union local-s were: 1) United
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Steelworkers of America - Local 7360¡ 2) Canadian Paperworkers
Union - Local 830; 3) United Auto l,Jorkers - Local 2L69. Afl three

of these local-s are involved in primary and secondary
manufacturing. Table 2 also presents a breakdown of the number of
control- couple participants by the union focal of the husband.
Depending on the union local, prospectj-ve participants were

initially

introduced to the study by either mail-ed letter contact

(Appendices A, B) from the investigator or by direct contact from

a fellow union

member who

briefly explained the nature and demands

of participating in the study (Appendices C, D). This fatter form
of contact was util-ized by those union l-ocal-s who did not want to
give out members'

names

to the investigator without their prior

expressed consent. It also incl-uded giving prospective

participants a letter from the investigator (Appendix E), which
summarized

the purpose and process of participation in the study.

A telephone contact by the investigator fol-l-owed both forms

of initial

contact to determine those interested and eligible in

participating

(Appendices F, G) .

Individuafs were screened with

regard to inclusion cri-teria during this telephone contact

and

were given an opportunity to ask questions about the study prior

to their agreement to participate.
eligible,

For those interested

and

an appointment time for the interview was al-so set

during this contact.
Tables 3 and 4 present statistics

on the participant

recruitment procedure for the individual- unions involved in the
study. only estimates were avaifable from those union focals
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Table

2

Union Local Membership of Husbands

Index

Unj-ted Steelworkers of America (3960)

t5

United Auto Workers (2224)

I3

International- Brotherhood of Electricaf Workers

(2085)

Sheetmetal Union (5I1)

Total

31

Control

United Steelworkers of America (7360)

18

United Auto Workers (2169)

Canadian Paperworkers (830)

11

Total

32

Table

3

Recruitment of Index Group

United Steelworkers United Auto
Of America (3960) lvorkers (2224)
N

Total Contacts

Re-employed

Failed to

60

Meet

136

Acceptances

I5

ections

L2I

Rej

N

(%)

I00

200

Other Criteria

EIigible Participants

(e")

N

(%)

(36%)

(20r)

14%)

(20%)

le%)

(50%)

(60%)

(68%)

(299")

(33r)

(32t)

(71%

(67*)

40

(

(2?")

4r

(418)

(6eø"¡

I9

(

1re" )

13

(89%)

(E)

N

L4

(308)

(

International Brotherhood Sheetmetal
of Electrical Workers (2085) Union (5ff)

40e" )

(

)

L'l

,Þ

Table

4

Recruitment of Control Group

United Steelworkers
of America (7360)

N

Total Contacts

(%)

Union (830)

N

(E)

United Auto
Workers (2169)

N

(%)

I05

26

Failed to Meet
Inclusion Criteria

Canadian Paperworkers

(I2z)

s4

(51%)

(44"^)

Eligible Participants

23

(88%)

sl

(492)

(s6%)

Acceptances

r8

(78%)

I1

(22""¡

(60r)

(222)

40

(78s")

(40å)

Rej

ections

Cn

(tl
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which made the initial-

contact with their members.

Some

can be seen across union locafs for both the index and

variabifity

control group in terms of the ratio of contacts to participants.
overalf , for the index group, out of 3l-9 contacts, 31 (g.7%) were
included as val-id participants.

The reason most often given for

non-partj-cipation was not interested (46e"), folfowed by not

qualifying because of being employed
and, language limitations

(37e")

, being single

(IOe")

(4e").

Overall-, for the control group, 32 (23%) participants

\¡¡ere

drawn from 139 contacts. The reason most often given for

non-participation in the recruitment of this group was not
interested (342) fo]lowed by Iiving outside of v,linnipeg (24*"¡ and,
being single

(22e")

.

Procedure

Questionnaires \,vere personally delivered to the homes of the

participants at a time when both spouses were available to fil-lthem out.

Informed consent was sought prior to participation

(Appendix H).

Husbands and wives were

instructed to complete the

questionnaires independently of each other and in separate areas

to prevent any collaboration (Appendix I).

The researcher

guaranteed the participants confidential-ity of their responses '

including with respect to their marital partners. Questionnaires
incfuded an instructions page (Appendix J), items asking for
demographic information related to inclusion criteria

and group

comparisons, along with measures of the variabJ-es being studied.
Respondents generaJ-Iy showed a high l-evel of compliance with

the

demands

of participation in the study. Questions by
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participants during the course of filling
focused exclusively on clarification

out the questionnaire

of measures. Only a small

percentage of participants reported difficulties

with

understanding parts of the questionnaire, largely because of

Engtish being their second language. After a careful review of

theír responses on the questionnaire, it appeared that their data
was val-id.

A specific validity

check was performed on the

to

househol-d task measure as it proved to províde some difficulty

those demonstrating language and/or educational limitations.

This

validity check is expllcated in the resufts sectj-on. The average
time for completing the questionnaire was approximately

30

minutes, a rang'e of 20 to 60 minutes. No observable differences
were apparent in the manner of responding by husbands and wives

from the two groups.

After the participants had completed the questionnaire, the
researcher debriefed them by explaining the purpose of the study

(i.e.,

design, variables, questions being investigat.ed) and

by

dealing with any concerns they might have over participating in

the study. No major concerns were expressed by any of the
participants and, consequently, all data collected was utiÌized in
the analysis. Participants were paid $20 per couple

upon

completion of the debriefing segrnent.
Measures

Marital Satisfaction.

This construct was operational-ized

using the Dyadic Satisfaction subscale from the Dyadic Adjustment
Scal-e developed

by Spanier (1976). This subscal-e consists of t0
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items which address the fevef of satisfaction being experienced by

a respondent with their marriage (Appendix K).
Spanier (L976) demonstrated empirical-Iy this subscal-e to have

content, construct, and criterion-rel-ated validity.

In addition,

using a Cronbach's coefficient alpha, it has a high reliability.
ranging from .85 (Spanier & Thompson' 1982) to .94 (Spanier,
1976) .

The Dyadic Satisfaction subscale can be administered j-n

either a structured interview manner or in a seff-report, pencil
and paper format.

For the purpose of this study, it formed part

of a self-report questionnaire. The score range for the subscale
is from 0-50, with 1ow scores

deemed

to refl-ect low marital

satisfaction whil-e high scores represent relatively high levels
of marital satisfaction.
Househol-d Task Performance. The measure used

to assess

this construct is a variation of an instrument developed

and

utilized by Bird and Bird (1984) to ascertain the extent of family
task sharingT. From a review of the l-iterature on family time

use

and household task performance, Bird and Bird produced a list

of

tasks identified by researchers as being associated with the
management and maintenance

of the household. They asked their

respondents how these tasks were divided between spouses. Factor

analysis led to the clustering of tasks into seven categories
involving:

a) meal preparation tasks, b) child-care tasks,

c)

maintenance and repair tasks, d) management of family activities,

e) financial management, f) cJ-eaning tasks, and g) l-awn-and-garden
tasks.
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For the purpose of this researchr 13 items were developed
from the Bird and Bird list

on the basis that they were judged to

constitute major work demands in the househol-d. The items
presented in the self-report questionnaire (Appendix L) .

were

Husband

and wife were asked to estimate for each of the following:

a)

total combined time spent on task by both partners; b) proportion
(%) of total time spent on it by them; c) proportion

time spent on it by partner.

(u

) of total-

From this information, an overall-

estimate of the proportion of househol-d work undertaken by
husbands and wives, respectively, was determined.

Decision-Making Power. An augirnented version of the Bl-ooä

and

Wolfe (1960) Decision-Making Power Scal-e was used to measure this
construct. This scale involves the presentation of l-4 important
decision areas in a household, with respondent wives asked

how

decisions in each of the areas are reached (Appendix M).
The original- version v¡as developed by Blood and lrTol-fe (1960)
and incl-uded eight decision areas (i.e.,

last eight items in

Appendix M). Centers, Raven and Rodrigues (1971) added six items

to the original version in order to provide a better opportunity
for the wife's por¡/er to manifest itself

(i.e.,

first

six items in

Appendix M). These additional- items were selected from a larger

pool by polling university students concerning appropriateness of
items as being universal-, their effect on the family as a whole,
and the likelihood that items presented matters in which the wj-fe
was likely

to have substantial- infl-uence.

Relative conjugal decision-rnaking power is inferred on this
instrument from the degree to which husband or wife are reported
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to make unil-ateral decisions in the vari-ous decision areas.
Cumulative scores across the l-4 decision area items produce

an

index of rel-ative authority with a range of 14 to 70. In essence'

this range places couples on a continuum, whereby a score of

L4

refl-ects a highly wife-dominant marriage, with all- decision area
j-tems responded by "wife al-ways." while a score of 70 indicates

a

highly husband-dominant marriage, with all decision area items
Scores on this measure falling

responded by "husband aIways. "

in

the middle range (around 35) would be indicative of a balance of
decision-making po\¡¡er bet\^¡een spouses.

Bahr (L973) conducted a psychometric evaluation of the

internal consistency of Blood and Wolfe's (1960) measure of family
porder. Using both husbands

(¡7

= 22I) and wives (n = 258), their

datá showed the scafe to approach unidimensional-ity' with

a

coefficient of reproducibility of .86 and .88 for husbands

and

wives, respectively, while Cronbach's alpha for both husbands

and

wives was .62. Bahr concl-uded that the internal- consistency of

the measure

vJas

substantial, with the instrument appearing to tap

one dominant factor.

fn terms of measuring the decision-making

aspect of power, it was deemed a relatively

efficient measure.

Expressive Behaviors. The degree of expressive behavior
exchanged between husband and

wife was measured using the Dyadic

Cohesion subscafe from the Dyadic Adjustment Scale. This subscale

is

made up

of five items purported to measure the degree of joint

primary activities

in which marital partners engage (Appendix N).

Agaj-n, Spanier (1976) empirically found this subscal-e to have

content, construct. and criterion-rel-ated validity.

The

6l
rel-iability

coefficient estimate ranged from .86 (Spanier,

to .90 (Spanier & ghompson,

L976)

1982)'.

The five items from this subscal-e formed part of the

administered sel-f-report questionnaire. Potentiaf Score range is
from O-24, with low scores representing minimaf expressive

behaviors being exchanged between spouses while high scores

reflect a relatively higher level of expressive behaviors being
shared.
Sex-Ro}e Preference. This variable was measured by the

sex-role preference index util-ized by Scanzoni (1980). The index
(Appendix O) provides a measure of attitudes on the rol-es of wives
and husbands within marriages. The index places individual-s on

continuum from "traditionaft'

a

to "modern" concerning their

perspective to\,/ards maritaL role structure.
Scanzoni (f980) showed this scale to have criterion-rel-ated

validity,
traditional

placing marital relationships on the continuum from
to egalitarianism and distinguishing between the

prevj-ousIy described marriage types (i.e.,

wife as Equa1 Partner.

wife as Junior-Partner, wife as Complement). A Cronbach's alpha
of .81 and .68 was estimated for the wi-fe-oriented
husband-oriented items, respectively.

reliability
ress)

and

An overall internaf

of .94 was reported for the entire scafe (Haber,

.

As presented in Appendix O, the available responses to the

items involved five choices, ranked from 0 to 4 depending on the

direction of the items: StrongJ-y Agree' Agree, Mixed FeeJ-ings,
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Disagree, and Strongly Disagree. Scores were recorded so that

traditional

response on an item is designated by "0" while a

a

tr4rr

reflects a nontraditional response. An individual's cumulative
Score on the 2l- items from the two scales can range from 0 to 84,

with a score of 0 representing a highly traditionaf outlook and a
score of 84 indicative of a highly modern outlook toward marital

roles.
Perceived Level of Financial Difficulties.

lwo different

one-item measures v¡ere used to operatj-onalize this constructHusbands and wives responded

to both measures. The first

measure

was developed and used by Warr and Jackson (f984) in a study on
unemployed individual-s.

It is identified as assessing experienced

financial strain by the respondent and consists of the question:
"Thinking back over the past month, how often have you had serious

financial worries?" Potential responses are: Never' Hardly Ever,
Sometimes, Frequently, NearJ-y AI1 The Time, and AfI The Time,

scored I to 6, respectivelY.

A second item was used to measure a household's financiaL

state as perceived by the spouses. It involved the following
question: "Putting together al-l sources of income in your
household, which phrase best describes your current financiaf

state?" Possible responses were: Much Better Than Adequatef
Better Than Adequate, Adequate' Less Than Adequate, and Much Less
Than Adequate. These responses are scored l- to 5, respectively.

Level of Psychological- Wel-I-Being.

This variabl-e was measured by the General Health
Questionnaire (cHp¡, a self-report instrument designed for
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identifying minor psychiatric morbidity in the general population.
It has been shown to be sensitive to changes in employment status
(Banks, Clegg, Jackson, Kemp, Stafford and VJaJ-], l-980; Banks and

Jackson, 1982) and found to be val-id in terms of

more

comprehensive psychiatric interviews (Banks, L982; GoJ-dberg, 1972,

1978, 1981; Henderson, Duncan-Jones, Byrne, Scott and Adcock,
1979)

.

For the purpose of this research, the l-2 item version of the
cHQ (Appendix

P) was presented to the respondents as part of the

self-report questionnaire. Its alpha coefficient has been shown
to be consistently high, rangj-ng from 0.82 to 0.90 (eanks, Clegg,
Jackson, Kemp, Stafford and Wal-l-, 1980; Vlarr, Jackson and Banks,

1982). Items (Appendix P) consist of questions asking individuals
about the current or recent presence of a s¡rmptom or behavior.

Potential- responses to these questions are scored f to 4 depending
on frequency. The range of scores on this version of the
instrument is from l-2 to 48, r,vith l-ower scores representing

a

relativel-y higher l-evel of psychological well--being and higher
scores reflecting a relatively

well-being.

l-ower level- of psychological
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Resufts

Characteristics of the Finaf

Sample

The final sample consisted of 63 couples, with 30 married and

I

common-}aw

common-Iaw

couple in the index group and 31 married and I

couple in the control group.

Tabl-e 5 presents summary statistics

on demographic

characteristics of the husbands and wives from both groups.
Statistical

analyses (i.e.,

t-tests) show the two groups of both

husbands and wives to be similar in terms of age, duration of

current marriage and number of times married. In addition,
statistical

comparison indicate the index and control group of

wives to be similar in terms of hours of work per week.
Tabl-e 6 presents the income l-evels for 1985 of husbands and

wives in the tvro groups. As expected from the definition of the
two groups and based on analyis by Mann-l,hitney U test,

significant differences (Z = -5.95, n=63, p ( .00f) are evident
between the groups in terms of the husband's income for 1985, such

that the control- husbands had earned higher incomes. On the other
hand, a comparison of earned income for 1985 for the two groups of
wives showed no significant differences (z = -O.60 , n=62,

p > .05). As the two groups of couples were exclusively

sampled

from bl-ue-coll-ar union local-s of which the husbands were

members,

it is assumed that their

SES

l-evels are comparable.

Table 7 provides a sunmary of the work history of the
husbands in both groups. Again, as expected from the definition

of the tr,{o groups, control- husbands report a more stabLe work
history than index husbands.
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Table

5

Demographic Characteristics of Husbands and VJives

Index (g=3I)
MSDMSD

Control (N=32)

t

p<

Husbands

36.4

8.0

34.9

8.1

0.48

NS

Marriage

9.3

7.5

10.8

8.I

0.62

NS

of Times
Married

1.

I

0.3

1.0

.4

I.44

NS

.0

8.0

32.4

8.

I

0.48

NS

.5

11.1

8.

t

0.62

NS

0.3

I.1

O.2

0.53

NS

26.9 14.6

0.07

NS

Age
Length of
Number

O

Wives

Age
Length of

33

Marriage

9.5

of Times
Married

1.

Num-ber

Hours of Vlork
Per v{eek

27

I

.8

7

19.

I
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Tab1e

6

Income Leve]s of Husbands and Wives

Control

Index
N

(%)

(%)

N

6z¡

0

(-)

Husbands

Less than

co ooô

2

(

$l_0

,000

-

çr4,999

16

(522)

I

(32¡

$15

,000

-

$19 ,999

9

(3oz¡

0

(-)

$20,000

-

s24,999

2

(6u)

I3

(4rz)

$25,0oo

-

ç29,999

2

(64¡

16

(5oz¡

$30,000

-

$34,999

U

(-)

I

(3e")

,000 - $39,999

0

(

-)

I

(3e")

$35

!,lives

Less than $9,999

I4

(45*"¡

I4

( 4Sø" ¡

$r0,000

-

$14,999

10

(322)

5

(16%)

$15,000

-

$l-9 ,999

3

( 10e" )

7

(23?)

$20,000

-

ç24 t999

4

(I3å)

3

( 1Oø" ¡

$25,000

-

ç29 t999

0

(-)

T

(32¡

$30,000

-

$34,999

0

(-)

I

(3%)

$35,000

-

$39,999

0

(-)

0

(-)
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Table

7

Work History of Husbands

Nearly A1ways Employed

Employed More Than

Unemployed

Employed and Unemployed About

The

Same

Unernployed More Than

Employed

Nearly Always Unemployed

Index (N=31)

Contro]

15 (49e")

3I

12 (39%)

I

(N=32)

(97

(3e")

2 (6%)

0 (-)

I

(3u

0 (-)

I

(3%)

)

e")

0 (-)
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Table I is a breakdown of the two groups of wives in terms of

their employment status.

Based on a Mann-whitney u test, the two

groups are found to have a simÍfar proportion of wives working

full-time or part-time for income (z = -O.99, n=63' P 7 -05).
Tabte 9 reveafs differences between the two groups with

regards to the birthplace of the husbands and wives.

Specifically, most of the control group of husbands (97e")

and

wives (90%) were born in Canada whil-e a significant number of
husbands (394) and wives (32e") from the index group were born

outside of Canada. However, immigrant participants in both groups
had al-l been living in Canada for at least 10 years.

FinalÌy with respect to family make-up, the two groups of
couples appear comparable, with no statisticaÌ

differences (t

0.06, df=61-, p 7.05) being found regarding the
children (index = l-.6; control- = 1.6).
analysis

shov/

mean number

=

of

In addition, statistical

no significance between the two groups (t = -0.37

,

df=61, p >.05) in terms of the age of the oldest child.
Overall-, it would appear that the two groups of both husbands
and wives are fairly

variables.

well matched in terms of major demographic

AS expected, unemployed husbands

of income for 1985 and less job stability

report a l-ower

l-evel-

in their work history.

The index group al-so has a J-arger number of participants born

outside of Canada, although these individuafs had lived in

Canada

for 10 years or more.
Description of Statistical

Anal-yses and Data Preparation

A one way repeated measures

MANOVA \nras

performed to test for

overall group differences on the dependent measures as predicted
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Table I
Employment Status

of

Wives

Index

Fufl-Time

L7

(N=31)

(54*"¡

Part-Time

(23"")

Not !'Iorking

(21s")

Controf

22

(N=32)

(69e")

(13e")

6

(18%)

'7ñ

Tabl-e

9

Birthplace of Participants
Index (N=3I)

Control-

(N=32)

Husbands
Canada

19 (61e")

30

(9+*"7

Phillipines

j

(23e")

0

(_)

Other

5 (16%)

2

(6e")

Wives
Canada

19 (613)

30

(94%)

Phillipines

7 (232)

0 (-)

Other

5 (16u)

2

(6e")

7I

by hypotheses 1-4. A marital couple \.{as considered the basic unit

of analysis in this

MANOVA,

with husband and wife scores on the

dependent measures treated as repeated measurements for each

Tn addition, as shown in Table 10, the signifÍcant

dyadic unit.

correl-ations between husband and wife responses on the dependent
measures make a repeated measures

MANOVA

design more appropriate

than a 2 x 2 MANOVA. A repeated measures design should resul-t in
l-owered errer variance and, therefore' a more powerful test of

multivariate comparisons (Tabachnich e nidell'

1983). Univariate

F-tests were utilized to make specific comparisons between the

two

groups of husbands and wives on the individual dependent measires.

Bivariate correlations (Pearson r) were performed to examine the
rel-ationship between variables specified in hypotheses 5-9.
In terms of missing data, cumulative scores on additive
scales were estimated by prorating the existing data, if less than
20%

of items from a scale were missing. Otherwise, for the

dependent measures examined in Èhe MANOVA' missing val-ues were

replaced by the mean (X) of an ind.ividual's subgroup membership
defined by spousal identification

(husband or wife) and the

employment status of the husband (employed or unemployed).

Missing values were l-eft as missing for the bivariate

correlations.

Univariate outliers on variabl-e measures were

identified as scores which v¡ere larger than 3.00 on the
standardized (z) curve. Three univariate outl-iers v¡ere found
these were recorded as 3.00 on the standardized curve'
recommended

by Tabachnich and Fidell- (1983).

as

and
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Ta-ble 10

Inter-Correlations and Probabi]ities Between Husbands and Wives on
Dependent Variables

p<

Varia-bIe

Marital Satisfaction

62

.55

.001

!{ife's Contribution to
Household Work

55

.5I

.001

Decision-Making

63

.50

.001

62

.35

.005

Power

Expressive Behaviors
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Estimates on items from the househofd task performance
measure were judged as being

valid if the

sum

of percentage

contribution of husbands and wives on the item was I00%.
Otherwise, responses on an item were treated as missing. OveraIJ-,
9Oz

of index participants and 93? of control participants

judged as having vatid data on this measure. The

maximum

were

estimate

of total time per week allowal¡le for any household work items

on

this measure was ÌI2 hours based on a maximum of l-6 hours per

day

X 7 days.
The alpha level for the performed tests of significance was

set at .05. As comparisons and correlations undertaken
planned according to the specified hypotheses based on

were
a

theoretical- model-, this l-evel- of significance is not assumed to

be

overly liberal in terms of experiment-wise Type I error (Harris,
1975¡ Tabachnich & Fidell,

1983). The post-hoc anafyses afso

rel-ied on an alpha l-evel of .05 for significance, with the
intention of using post-hoc findings to suggest future research
directions.
Between Group Analyses

lVith regard to performing a

MANOVA,

it appears that the

underlying assumptions of multivariate normality, homogeneity of
variance-covariance matrices, multicollinearity,

and linearity

were satisfactoril-y met.

In terms of the assumption of multivariate normality,

no

significant skewness is evident in distributions of dependent
measures after outliers were adjusted and each celf of the

MANOVA

t4

has greater than the suggested 20 df for error to assure

muftivariate normality of the sampling distribution of
(Tabachnich a Fidel1, I9g3).

means

A Boxts M test of homogeneity of

covariance matrices produces an F(36,12493) = 1.22, P >.05,
suggesting no significant deviation from homogeneity of covariance

matrices. Bivariate scatterplots of the dependent measures
no gross deviations from linearity.

show

FinalIy, the determinant of

the within-cefl- correlation matrix is significantly

different from

zero (.50) indicating that multicoll-inearity is not present.
Using Pil-l-ai's criterion,
MANOVA

shows dyadic

the one-v¡ay repeated

measures

units from the index group to be significantly

different, F(4,58) = 3.17, p <.05 than the control group on the
combined dependent measures of marital- satisfaction,

a wifets

household task contribution, decision-making power, and expressive

behaviors.
Tables lI,

12 and 13 present the mean and standard deviatÍons

for the dependent measures of husbands, wives and couples
respectively.

As well, they show the resul-ts of univariate

F-tests of comparisons del-ineated in hypotheses l-4.
Hypothesis I.

Hypothesis I predicted that both husbands

and

wives from the unemployed group woul-d report lower l-evels of

marital satisfaction than those from the employed group.
shown

As

in Tabl-es 11(a) and Il- (b) , unemployed husbands are found to

have significantly
empJ-oyed

lower l-evels of marital- satisfaction than

husbands (F = 4.26¡ df=L,61; p < .05) .

reported in Tabl-es

12

(a) and

12 (b)

Similarly,

as

, wives from the unemployed
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Table l1(a)
Mean Scores and Standard

Deviations of Husbands on Dependent

Variables

Variabfe

Control

Index

SD

SD

3.7

37 .O

6.4

Househol-d !,Iork

0.5

o.2

0.6

0.1

Decision-Making Power

4r.7

4.4

40.8

3.6

Expressive Behaviors

L5 .4

3.5

16.0

2.7

Marital Satisfaction

Wife's Contribution to

39.7
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Table I1(b)
Between Group Comparisons of Husbands on Dependent Variables

Variable

Marital
Satisfaction

lVife's Contributlon
to Household l,fork

Decision-Making

Por¡¡er

Expressive

Behaviors

Source df

Bet\n/een L

SS

LI4.57

ILA

.57

Within

6I

L64L.66 26.9L

Total-

62

1756.23

Between I

0.09

0.09
0.02

Within

61

I.28

Total

62

1.37

Between I
Within

61

Total

62

Between I

12.56

¡

MS

L2.56

4

-26

4.66

Pl

.05

-

05

.77

NS

0.55

NS

O

995.L2 16.3I
1007.68

5.32

5.32
9.7I

Within

61

592.32

Totaf

62

597.64

7'7

Ta-ble 12 (a)
Iulean

Scores and Standard Deviations of Wives on Dependent

Varia-i¡1es

Variable

Control

Index
SD

Marital Satisfaction

I{

SD

36.8

6.8

0.6

o.2

Decision-Making Power

40 -7

3.8

40

Expressive Behaviors

L4.9

3.7

L5.2

flifers Contribution to
Househol-d Vtork

40.4

4.5

0.6

0.1

.8

4.8

4.0
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lable

f 2 (b)

Between Group Comparisons of Wives on Dependent Variables

Variable

Marital-

Satisfaction

Source df

Between L

SS

L96

-62

Within 61 2034.39
Toral
I^life' s Contribution

to Househol-d Work

Decision-[4aking

povrer

Expressive

Behaviors

62

Between I

L96

.62

5'

90

PÉ

"

05

33.35

0"04

0.04
O

.02

O

.29

61

I.I7

Total

62

L.2L

O

-29

Within

61

1148.01 18.82

Total

62

1148.30

Between 1

F

223I.OL

Vlithin

Betv¡een L

¡4S

1-80

I.80

Within

61

896.87 L4"lO

Toral

62

898.67

1.85

NS

0.02

NS

O.I2

NS

?ô

Table

13 (a)

Mean Scores and Standard

Varial¡l-e

Deviations of

Ies on

Co

ndent

De

s

SD

M

Maritaf Satisfaction

Wife's Contribution to
Household Vlork

Decision-Making

Control

fndex

Variabl-e

Power

Expressive Behavj-ors

M

SD

36.9

6.5

40"0

4.I

0.6

o.2

0"6

0.1

4t.2

4"L

40.8

4.2

I

3-6

15.6

3.4

15.
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Table

13 (b)

Bet\¡/een Group Co

Varia-ble

Marital
Satisfaction

Wifets Contribution
to Household Work

risons of Couples on Dependent Variabl-es

Source df

Expressive
Behaviors

MS

BetvJeen

I

305.69

305 .69

VJithin

6l

2767 .66

45.37

Total

62

3073.35

Between

I

0. 13

0

lnlithin

6l

r.76

0"03

Totaf

62

1.89

Decision-Making
Power

cc

.13

Between

I

rlithin

61

1606.65 26.34

Total

62

1611.16

Between

I

6.67

Within

6t

997 .95

TotaL

62

LO)4.62

4.51

4.51

6.67
16.36

6.74

4

.37

"05

.05

0. 17

NS

0.4r

NS

8I
group reporL l-ower levefs of marital satisfaction than wives from

the employed group (F = 5.90, df=I,6L,P < -05). overall,
evident in Tabl-es

13

(a) and

13

as

(b) , the marital couples from the

unemployed group are shown to have significantly

lower levels of

marital satisfaction in comparison to maritat couples from the
control group (F = 6.74, df=L,61, P ( -oS) " All und'ertaken
comparisons confirm hypothesis I.

Hypothesis 2. Hypothesis 2 held that wives in the unemployed
group would perform l-ess household work than wives in the employed

group. As shown in Tables 11(a) and 1I(b), husband.s from the
unemployed group report significantly

lower l-evels of household

work being performed by their wives than those from the employed

group (F = 4.66, df=1,61, P <.05)Tabl_es 12

(a) and

12

However' as presented in

(b) , no significant differences are found

between the wives from the unemployed group and those from the
employed group on estimates of their household work contribution'

(F = 1.85, df=I,6I, P > .05. As evident in Tables 13(a)

and

, the unemployed group of married couples show significant
differences in the predicted direction from the employed group (f
13 (b)

= 4.37, d.f=l ,6I, p < .05) . In sum, the results only partially
confirm hypothesis 2.
Hypothesis 3.

Hypothesis 3 stated that unemployed husbands

would have lower l-evels of decision-making power than employed

husbands. As reported in Tables ll(a) and ll(b),

there are

significant differences between index husbands and controlhusbands in perceptions of decision-making power in maritaf

no

relationships (F = 0.77, df=L,6L, P > .05). Similar1y, as evident
in Tables 12 (a) and

(b) , index wives show no differences in

12

perceptions of decision-making to control wives (F = 0.02,

df=1,61, p > .05).
13

overall, as presented in Tab1es 13(a)

(b) , no significant

and

differences in decision-making power are

apparent between index couples and control coupfes in terms of
decision-making power, (F =

O.L7

, df=l,6L, P > .05) . Al-I

comparisons between the tlvo groups fail

to support hypothesis 3.

Hypothesis 4. Hypothesis 4 predicted that marriages in which

the husband was unemployed would show lower l-evels of expressive
behaviors between spouses, than those in which the husband is
emptoyed. As outlined in Tables I1(a) and fI(b),
show no

index husbands

significant differences refative to control husbands

on

perceptions of level- of expressive behaviors being exchanged in

their marriages (F = 0.55, df=I,61, P > .05). Similarly'
presented in Tables

12

(a) and

12 (b)

, index wives exhibit

as
no

significant differences to control wives on perceptions in this
area (F = 0.l-2, ð,f.=L,61, p > .05) . As evident in Tables l3(a)
13(b). using the combination of husbands and wives' data,
comparisons between index couples and control couples al-so

indicate no significance between the groups (F = 0-41, df=Ir6I,
p > .05) "

In sum, comparisons consistently fail to confirm

hypothesis 4.

Within Group Anatyses of Unemployed Couples
As mentioned, bivariate correlations (Pearson rs) were

calculated to examine the strength of the rel-ationship between

and
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variables specified in hypotheses 5-9. Pearson r bivariate
correlations assume that the sample distributions of the

measures

approximate normality and that homogeneity of variance exists
between correlated measures. An examination of individual

variables showed skewness levels fall-ing within the acceptable
range, suggesting that the assumptions have been met. Bivariate
scatterpJ-ots of the measures in the predicted refationships were
examined for outliers and highJ-y significant outliers were removed

from the anal-Yses.
TabIe

J_4

presents inter-correlations between marital

satisfaction of wives and variabl-es as predicted in hypotheses
5-9" Table 15 shows inter-correlations between marital
satisfaction of husbands and variables as delineated in hypotheses
7 and 9.
" Hypothesis 5 predicted that the greater the
husband's involvement in household tasks, the higher the level of
Hypothesis

5

marital- satisfaction experienced by wíves in the unemployed group"
As indicated in Table 14, results fait to show a significant

rel-ationship in the predicted direction between wive's maritaf
satisfaction and husbandst household task performance'

aS

estimated either by the wives, t(24) = --32, p >.05, by husbands,

r(28) = -.04, p >.05, or by wives and husbands together' t(22)
-.24, p 7.05"

Correlations of predicted relationships

consistently fail to support hypothesis
Hypo-uhesis

=

5

-

6. According to hypothesis 6, the greater

a

husband's l-evel of decision-making power, the lower a wife's level-
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Talcle

14

i¡Iithin Index

Pearson r Correlations of Apriori Relationshi

MaritaÌ Satisfaction of Wife

Variable

nrP<
Husband's Contribution to
Household Work as Estimated by
Wife

24

-.J¿

NS

Husband

28

-.04

NS

CouPJ-e

22

-

2¿.

NS

"16

NS

Decision-l,4aking
as Estimated bY

.

Po\.^¡er

Wife

29

Husband

31

CouPle

30

- "L4

NS

I,üife

3l

- "49

\tc

Husband

30

-"05

NS

30

--09

NS

30

-.20

NS

Wife

3l

-.46

.01

Husband

3I

- .46

.01

NS

Sex-Rol-e Preference
as Estimated by

Financial State
as Estimated by
Wife

Financial Stress
as Estimated by
llif

e

Psychological [,1e Il-Being
as Estimated by

Grou
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Tabl-e

15

pearson r Correfations of Apriori'Relationships I¡fíthin Index Group

Variabl-e

l'larital- Sati-sfacLion of

Husband

nrp.<
Sex-Rol-e Preference
as Estimated by
Husband

30

.19

NS

Wife

30

- -44

NS

Husband

30

-.43

.01

Wife

30

-.28

NS

PsychologícaI !'Iel- 1-Being
as Estimated by
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of marita1 satisfaction.

As presented in Table 13, no significant

rel-ationships in the predicted direction are found between marital

satisfaction of the wife and decision-making power as perceived by
either the wife , r (29) =

.16

, p > .05, or the husband and wife

together, r(30) = -.14, p 2.05.

A trend between l-ower marital

satisfaction of the wife and greater decision-making power as
reported by the husband, r(31-) = -.24, p 1.10 is the sole
confirmatory evidence of hypothesis 6.
Hypothesis 7. Hypothesis 7 held that the more modern the

maritaf sex-role preference adopted by spouses, the higher the
l-evel- of maritaf satisfaction experienced by both marital

partners. Resufts fail- to show a significant relationship in the
predicted direction when considering the marital satisfaction of
the wife and either her sex-role preference, r(31) ='.49,

p 2.05

or that of her husband, r(30) = -.05, p >.05 (Table 14).
Similarly, no significant correlations in the hypothesized
direction are found between the husband's marital satisfaction

and

either his sex-role preference, r(30) = .l-9, p 7.05 or that of
his wife, r(30) = -.44, p 7.05 (Table

15)

. overal-], results fail

to confirm hypothesis 7. In fact, a two-taifed test show the
rel-ationship between both spouse's joint marital satisfactj-on

the wife's sex-role preference to be significant at p4.05

and

in the

direction opposite the hypothesis. In other words, a wifers
sex-ro1e preference j-s associated with marital- satisfaction such

that the more modern the sex-role preference of wives the lower
the marital satisfaction of both her and her husband.
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Hypothesis 8.

Hypothesis I predicted that the greater the

family financial difficul-ties
her maritaf satisfaction.

as perceived by the wife, the l-ower

As evident in TabÌe 14' the

rel-atÍonship between a wife's maritaf satisfaction and perceived

financiaf state r(30) = -.09, p > .05 is not significant.

A weak

trend in the hypothesized direction is indicated between the
maritaf satisfaction of the wife and financial- stress, r(30)

=

-.2o, p ( .15.
Hypothesis 9. According to hypothesis 9, the lower the

psychological we1l--being of husband and wife, the l-ower their

marital- satisfaction.

As predicted, the wife's marital-

satisfaction has a significant negative rel-ationship with both her
psychological- well-being r(3f) = -.46, p <.01 and that of her
husband r(31) = -.46, p (.01

(Table 14). similarly,

the

husband's marital satisfaction shows a significant negative

relationship with his psychological well-being r(30) = -.43,
p ( .05 (Tab]e 15). As well-, a strong trend is found between the
husband's maritaf satisfaction and his wife's psychological

wei-l-being r(30) = -.28, p ( .:-0. overal-l-, results confirm

hypothesis 9.
Post-hoc Analyses
Between Group Differences.
Some

analyses of differences betr¡¡een the groups of spouses

on

individual based areas might help further identify the
difficul-ties

of married individuals experiencing unemployment.

Vlithin this in mind, unj-variate t-tests were performed to

examine
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between group differences of husbands and wives on the variables

of psychological well-being, financial stress and financial state.
Table 16 presents the means, standard deviations and resul-ts of

t-tests between the two groups of husbands and wives on these
variables.

T-tests indicate index husbands reporting l-ower level-s

of psychological wel-l--beinS (t(61) = 3.66, p 1.01), higher Levels
of financial- stress (t(61) = 5.93 , p 1.00I)

and l-ess adequate

financial- state in their households (t(61) = 3.52, p (.01) than
the control husbands. Simii-arly, index wives are found to report
higher ]evels of financial stress (t(6I) = 3.36, p <.01) and

a

less adequate financial- state in their household (t(61) = 4.28, p(
.001) than control wives. Hohreverf no signíficant differences are
apparent between the two groups of wives on the variable of

psychological well-being (t(61) = I.27, p 7.05).

Within Group Analyses of Unemployed Coup1es.
Further correl-ational anal-yses \dere cond.ucted to interpret
the reported significant rel-ationship between the sex-role
preference of wives with both the marital- satisfaction of husbands
and wives. Specifically,

analyses of the rel-ationship between the

disparity of spouses with respect to sex-role preference

and

marital- satisfaction were performed to help clarify these
unexpected refationships.

preference

\^/as

The disparity of spouses on sex-role

determined by substracting a husband's score on the

sex-role preference measure from the wife's score. Tabl-e 17

shows

the bivariate correl-ations of the differences between spouses'
sex-role preference with both the marital satisfaction of
and wives.

husbands
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Table

16

Post-hoc Between Group Comparisons of Husbands and lfives

Variable

Index (N=31) Control-

(N=32)

MsDMSDdftpa

Husbands

Psychological

Wel-l-Being

24

.94

6.

30

20

.49

2.69

61

3

.66

Financial Stress

3.45

0.93

2.09

0.89

61

5.93

Financial- State

3

.37

0.81

2.72

0.63

60

3

6.50 22.72

5.72

61

I.27

L.I7

.3I

1.06

61

3.

O.77 2.88

0.55

60

4.28

. 01

.001

.52 .01

Wives

Psychological

!ùell--Belng

24.67

Financial Stress

3

Financial State

3.60

.27

2

NS

36 .0I

.001
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Table

17

Pearson r Correfations of Post-hoc Relationships Within Index
Group

Variable

Sex-RoIe Preference

Disparity Between Spouses

p<

n

r

Marital Satisfaction of Husband

30

-.44

.05

Marital- Satisfaction of Wife

3l

-.42

.05

9t
Resul-ts from this analysis show a significant rel-ationship
between sex-role preference differences of spouses and the marital

satisfaction of wives, r(3I) = -42, p 4.05, such that the

more

modern the wife's sex-role preference rel-ative to the husband's,

the ]ower the ]evel of marital satisfaction of the wi-fe.
Similarly, a significant relationship is found between sex-role
preference differences of spouses and the marital- satisfaction of
husbands, r(31-) = -.44, p (.05,

such that the more modern the

wife's sex-rol-e preference rel-ative to the husbandts, the

Lower

the marital satisfaction of husbands. In other words, these
rel-ationships suggest that couples with wives holding more modern

sex-role preferences than their husbands tend to have the lowest
levels of marital satisfaction, while couples with

husbands

showing more modern sex-role preferences than their wives tend to

have the highest level-s of maritaL satisfaction.

Those couples

with minimaf or no disparity in sex-role preference can be
expected to fal-l- somewhere in between these two extremes.
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Discussion
The purpose of the present study was to examine unemployment

in marriages by utilizing

a dyadic exchange model of marital-

relationships (Scanzoni , L970, I972) . I4arriages in which the
husband is unemployed are compared with marriages in which the
husband is employed with regard to marital- satisfaction.

The

exchange between spouses of the elements of household work,

decision-making power and expressive behaviors are also

investigated.

Tn addition, marriages experiencj-ng unemployment

are examined to identify mediators of a married couple's response
to the husband's joblessness.
Overall-, the pattern of resul-ts only partially

supports the

dyadic exchange model- of marriages as adequateJ-y explicating the
dynamics of marj-tal- relations in the context of short-term,

invol-untary unemployment within a bl-ue-collar sampJ-e. As

predicted, couples in which the husband is unemployed show

l-ower

l-evels of maritaf satisfaction by both spouses, and wives are
viewed as making small-er contributions in the househol-d task area

in comparison to couples where the husband is working ful-I-time.
However, no differences are apparent betv/een the two groups of

couples in terms of patterns of decision-making power

and

expressJ-ve exchange. lr7ith regard to identifying mediators of

marital- satisfaction within the unemployed group, level of
psychological wel-l--being of the spouses is the sole variable found

to have a significant rel-ationship in the predicted direction.
Other mediators predicted from the theoretical- model are not

shown
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to elucidate varying marital- responses to a husband's
unemployment.
Between Group Comparisons

The finding that both husbands and wives from the ind.ex group

experience lower level-s of marital satisfaction in comparison to

the control group spouses is consistent with the proposed dyadic
exchange theory of Scanzoni (1970, I972).

Specifically,

it

was

expected that the l-oss of instrumental- contributions by a husband
caused by his unemployment woul-d result in a weakening of the

reciprocity process between spouses and an ensuing decrease in
marital satisfaction being experienced by both partners.
However, a comparison of the means of husbands and wives from

the two groups in the present study on the marital satisfaction
measure (Tab1e 18) with the married and divorced samples used Ín

the val-idation study (Spanier, I976) suggests that whi1e there is
a significant difference between the index and control groups, it
represents only a minor slippage in marital satisfaction and does

not refl-ect a l-evel comparable to the dyadic satisfaction
expressed by divorced individual-s.

Specifically. as shown in

Table 18, husbands and wives from the control group show simil-ar
l-evels of marital satisfaction as the married

sampJ-e

in the

Spanier val-idatíon study. The index group of husbands and wives
appear much cfoser to the married sample in the standardization

study than to the divorced sample of husbands and wives. Overall,

it appears that lowered satisfaction with the rel-ationship is
obtained in situations where the husband is unemployed which is
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Ta.l¡l-e l-8

Comparison of l"Iarital Satisfaction Scores of Spanier (f976) Samp]e

I^Iith Present Study

Sample

n

Married Couples
(Spanier L976)
'

2r8

SD

40.5

7.2

Divorced Couples
(Spanier, L976)

94

))?

Index

3l

37

.0

6.4

31

36.8

6.8

39.7

3.7

40 -4

4-5

Husbands

Index Wives

Control

Husbands

Control

Wives

32

10.3
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consistent with the marital exchange theoretical

model

' but

withouL suggesting a Ievel of dissatisfaction concommitant with
marital- disintegration.
Results comparing the two groups on estj-mates of the wife's
househol-d task performance are partialJ-y consistent with a dyadic
exchange model of marital- relations.

As predicted, the wife's

level of household task performance as estimated by both
and by the husband alone is significantly

spouses

lower within index

couples in comparison to control couples. According to the dyadic
exchange framework, a dimunition in the wife's household task

performance can be expected in response to the imbal-ance in

overal-I exchanges associated with a husbandts joblessness.
On

the other hand, the above resufts may reflect changes in

a

husbandts behavior pattern because of his increased free time.

Warr (1984) reported finding unemployed working-cl-ass men to have
increased activity

in a number of areas, including domestic work

(i.e., househol-d chores, children, shopping, meal preparation),
home

repairs, social outlets, recreation and personal hobbies.

Decrease in the wife's househol-d task performance may simply be

the resul-t of the husband's activities

modified to include

more

domestic work when faced with the situation of jobJ-essness. Given

the nature of the current study's househol-d task performance
measure focusing on percentage contributions by spouses, a wifets

contribution in this area would decrease in accordance with
increase in the husband's contribution.

an

A cl-ose examination of

estimates of a wife's household contribution in the two groups

9b

suggests that, whil-e a husband's unemployment has some effect

on

the household division of work, a major re-organization in this
area is not indicated.

In fact, only a relatively small shift in

the household division of labor is indicated, and it appears that
wives continue to assume the larger proportion of household work
even when the husband is unemployed.
These findings are consistent wj-th previous research which
shows work al-lotment

in househofds to be relatively stabl-e across

numerous domestic arrangements
unemployment

including those related to the

of the husband (Shamirf 1986), the time available to

both spouses (Lee, 1983; Perrucci, Potter, & Rhoades, 1918), work
demands
6{

of the husband (Farkas, L976) and wife's employment (Peres

Katz, l-983). Even those time budget studies which indicate

movement

some

in North American homes towards a more egalitarian

distribution of househofd work stil-f show wives to hold the
primary responsibility for household work (Pl-eck, I979i Robinson,
1977

¡ lrlal-ker & Uloods , L976). Tn generaÌ, the distribution of

househol-d work does

not appear as a readily fl-exible area in the

marital exchange process, although the resul-ts in the present
study suggest some movement in the expected direction.
Comparisons between the two groups on the decisj-on-making
power measure fail

to show differences between wives, husbands or

both spouses taken together. According to the social
model-

exchange

of marital relations, it was expected that a husband's

decision-making power woul-d diminish i-n response to his job loss.
Research in this area term the described exchange dynamics
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the t'resource theory" of po\¡¡er. The theory holds that
decision-making power in a marriaþe is allocated as a function of

resources (e.g., education, income, occupationaf prestige)

contributed by spouses to a marriage. Findings from

numerous

studies substantiate this resource theory of power (Blood & wolfe,
1960; Centers, Raven, & Rodrigues, J-97J-; Fox, L973¡ Kandel-

ç

Lesser, L97L; Lupri , L969; Safil-ios-RothschiId, I976), suggesting
an exchange process behind power distribution

in maritaf

relationships.
The present results could suggest that, in terms of overall-

resources exchanged in a marital situation, the husband's job loss

in our sample is seen as a temporary state, with minimal- effect

on

decision-making in the household. Longstanding patterns of power
based on the long-term history of resources supplied by the
husband remain in place.

A more chronic situation of unemployment

might resul-t in the predicted alteration.
A further consideration in explaining the l-ack of differences
between the index and control groups are normative elements within

our sample concerning the distribution of power in marrj-ages.
Rodman (L970,

1972), in interpreting some research findings,

posited a normatj-ve-resource theory of power in marriages.
Accordj-ng to this theory, the balance of power in a marita1

relationship is determined by a combination of comparative
resources of marital partners and the cultural/subcufturalconcerning the distribution

norms

of marital po\der. Normative

definitions in househol-ds can serve to prescribe the distribution
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of pov/er and in certain contexts influence the effect of resources
on power. In particular,

resources show only minimal association

with decision-making power in marital situations in which

norms

are consídered patriarchal and husbands are granted power by
virtue of their position.

On

the other hand, in more egalitarian

normative settings concerning marriage, power is negotiable
according to a resource exchange process. Cross-cultural research

provides

some

empirical evidence for this theory

(Bl-ood

,

L967

¡

Buríc & Zecevic, 1967; Kandel & Lesser, L972; Turk & BeIl-, 1972).
Komarovsky (L962) and Blood (1967) specifically

patriarchal norms influencing the

po\.ver

reported

distribution in

blue-col-l-ar marriages. Komarovsky found that the power in
households of an American sampÌe of blue-coll-ar marriages

was

distributed such that the higher the socioeconomic status of the
husbands the Lower their power. Tn similar fashion, Bloodts

resul-ts showed that within a sample of Japanese married couples
with varying socioeconomic Ievels, blue-collar husbands had more
power than white-coll-ar husbands. Findings in both studies were

interpreted as being the result of the presence of greater
adherence to patriarchal authority in l-ower economic status level

families,
Research findings have índicated sex-role attitudes being

function of level of education (Scanzoni, 1975; Sidel,

1978)

.

these would suggest that bLue-cofl-ar marriages generally have

traditionaf or patriarchal- norms. Data from the present study
could be consÍstent with a normative-resource theory, as norms

a
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concerning decisíon-making power in our b1ue-col1ar sample may be

sufficiently

patriarchal- to attenuate the influence of resource

contributions by husbands on decision-making patterns.
respect to the power distribution

With

in marriages, the proposed

dyadic exchange model may only appfy to relatively

egalitarian

marriages. Strong patriarchal norms woul-d possibly render the
distribution of power as inffexibl-e to contextual- factors such

as

exchange elements. Marital couples from both groups would then be

expected to show similar patterns of decision-making.
The finding that both groups of couples show simil-ar levels

of expressive behaviors being exchanged between spouses also fail-s
to support the dyadic exchange model- of marital- rel-ations.
Unemployment

of the husband does not appear to diminish the

sharing of pleasant activities

between spouses. Again, long-term

patterns of exchanges in this area seem to remain in place even in
the context of a husband's joblessness. The

unemployment

experienced by husbands does not appear to break the overallexchange process

to the extent of affecting this area.

Overal-l-, only small differences are indicated between the

index and control groups in our study. In general, the
unemployment

of the husband does not appear to be associated with

major changes in the overall exchange process in a marital

reJ-ationship. The minor level- of differences in maritalsatisfaction and the lack of differences in the expressive

real-m

suggests that marital- relationships are rel-atively intact and

stable even in the context of difficu]ties

associated with

a

r00

husband's unemployment. Similarly, the minimal- differences in the

division of househofd work and the l-ack of differences in the
decision-making area between the two groups connote an unaltered
househofd structure in the face of a husband's joblessness.
The findings are consistent with those of some previous

micro-level studies (Brinkerhoff & úlhite, 1978; thomas, l"lccabe
Berry, f980) which reported minimal- negative consequences to

&

a

marriage resulting from the husband's joblessness. The nature of

the unemployed sample in the present study could partially
its findings.

expJ-ain

Specifically, the unemployment experienced by the

participants is generally short-term (i.e.,

less than a year)

and

involuntary, and might still- be viewed by most couples as being
temporary state.

a

Therefore, longstanding exchange patterns remain

in place and the predicted changes based on the theoretical

model-

have not occured yet.

It woufd also appear that the index group of couples have not
experienced serious financial- hardship as the result of the
unemployment. An examination of the mean of index husbands

and

wives (Table 16) on the subjective financial measures shows

them

to be perceiving their financial- state as "adequate" to "less than
adequate" and to be reporting the presence of financial- worries
t'sometimes" to "frequentlyt'.

Vlhil-e it was determined that the

control- group of couples acknowledge a higher level of financj-al-

satisfaction on the subjective financiaf measures, major economic
difficul-ties

are not yet present in the index group. In addition,

as shown in Tabfe 6, a large percentage of the husbands

(9+ø"¡
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report their 1985 income as being greater than $10r000.
Presumably, most of the husbands woufd be coll-ecting unemployment

insurance and, thereby, would at i-east partialJ-y fu1fill

expected

financial contributions in the marital exchange network. As well,
a high percentage of index wives (7A""¡ are working at least

part-time.

The combination of these factors guarantees a basic

leve1 of existence for the index couples, softening somewhat the
economic consequences of a husbandts joblessness.

Financial factors may serve to account for differences in the
findings of the present study which reports minor changes in
marital- functioning in the context of unemployment and those'from

the Liem (1983) study which showed del-eterious consequences to
wives and families after three months of a husband's joblessness.
The dissimilarity

of the financial- support schemes for the

unemployed in Canada and the United States might account for

of these differences.

some

A plausible hypothesis is that the Liem

sample of American unemployed families experienced a quicker and
more pronounced economic sl-ide than the Canadian unemployed in the

present study who were abl-e to rely on the federal-

unemployment

insurance plan for some temporary economic rel-ief.
Another important factor which may explan attenuated effects

of unemployment as maritaf functioning in the present study
rel-ative to the Liem study could involve the optimistic forecast
for re-employment of the index group based on rel-atively positive
economic conditions in Winnipeg at the time of the study.

In

fact, index husbands from the U.A.w. locaL (2224) were jobless

as

IO2

the resul-t of a plan slowdown with a high probability of being
recal-l-ed to work, although the date of the recal-I was unknown.

On

the other hand, the Liem sample experienced unemployment as the
resul-t of layoffs and cutbacks during a period of economic decline
in Boston, U.S.A.
The recruitment process might afso serve to account for the

results - Given the high refusaf rate of contacted eligible
prospective participants in the index group (812¡ and the

inalrility

to determine differences between those selected

those not agreeing to participate,

and

it is possible that higher

functioning couples showed a greater tendency to volunteer for the
study as those couples feeling most stressed by unemployment
have been uncomfortable in participating

may

in a survey focusing

on

marÍtal issues. This selection bias could serve to underestimate
differences between the two groups.
Fina1ly, although marital- rel-ationship problems appear
minimal in the index group, some individuaÌ difficulties

indicated.

are

Specifically, unemployed husbands report 1ower level-s

of psychological wel-l-being in comparison to employed husbands,
which is consistent with previous research on individuals

experiencing unemployment (Fineman, 1979; Finlay et af., 1981;

Stafford et al., 1980; warr, f983) . On the other hand, wives of
unemployed husbands show comparable

leveIs of psychological

well--being to wives with working husbands, which deviates from
previous research showing some spread. of negative individualconsequences from an unemployed husband to his wife (Cohn, L978¡
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Liem, 1983). This finding is further evidence that the index
group is not as yet experiencing serious probJ-ems as a result of

the husband's joblessness. Nonethel-ess, both index spouses

do

report more frequent financial- worries than the control- spouses.
!ùithin Group Findings
An investigation of the strength of a priori

prediction fail

for the most part to confirm a dyadic exchange model as explaining
varying marital responses to unemployment. In fact, the
psychological well--being of husbands and wives is the

sol-e

variable showing a significant relationship with maritalsatisfaction in the hypothesized direction.

In addition, trends

in the predicted direction are suggested between financial stress
and marital satisfaction as wel-l- as decision-making power and

marital satisfaction.
More specifically,

results indicate the lower the

psychological well--being of husbands or wives, the l-ower the

marital satisfaction of the wife.

Simil-arly the data indicates

the husband's psychological well-being varying positively with his
marital- satisfaction.
bet\^/een

Further, a strong positive trend was found

the wife's psychologicaÌ well-being and the husband's

marital satisfaction.

These relationships are consistent with

previous research showing marital- functioning being related to the

individual functioning of spouses (Barry, L97O; CoIe et aI.,
Dean, 1966).
Given the cross-sectionaf nature of the study, it is

difficult

clearly interpreting these findings.

A possible

1980;

LO4

expi-anation is that both the psychological well--being and marital

satisfaction of spouses covary with a third variable which is
experienced to varying degrees by marital partners exposed to
unemployment (e.9., economic stress) .

A second interpretation is

that the psychological- wel-I-being of partners in a marriage serves
as a mediatar to marital- responses to unemployment. IndividuaLs
who experience lowered psychological well--being

in the context of

the husband's joblessness tend to encounter marital difficulties
as a resul-t of the l-owered individual- functioning.

possibility

A third

would reverse the causality, with l-owered marital-

satisfaction contributing to fowered wel-I-being of spouses.
Research indicating lowered individual- functioning being

associated with joblessness (Cohn, 1978; Feather & Barber, 1983;

Stafford et al. , l-980; Warr, f983) , regardless of marital status
would suggest the second possibility

being more likely than the

third one.
The suggested relationship between the financial stress
expeienced by index wives and their level of maritaf satisfaction

is consistent with an exchange model of marriages. Essentially,
it was expected that subjective economic difficulties

of the wife

reflect directly on her eval-uation of the husband's performance

as

an economic provider in the exchange process. In this study,

higher }evel-s of financial- stress are suggested as being related
to lower leve1s of marital satisfaction such that this evaluation
of the husband's contribution in the exchange process
takj-ng place for the index wives.

may be

r05

The indicated trend in the index group between

decision-making pov¡er as estimated by the husband and the maritaf

satisfaction of wives is also in accordance with the proposed
exchange model- of marriages. It vtas predicted that

decision-making potder coul-d be exchanged by husbands to offset
l-osses in instrumental- contributions due to unemployment, such

that the lower their decision-making power the higher the maritaf
satisfaction of wives. Vihil-e a trend in this direction is present
with decision-making po\,rer patterns as perceived by husbands,
results based on perceptions of wives or of both spouses together
surrounding dyadic patterns of decision-making does not suggest

these dynamics as being present. The lack of correspondence
between husbands and wives on perceptions of decision-making po\¡¡er

based on the measure used in the present study has been documented

(Brinkerhoff & Lupri, 1978; Cromwell & Cromwell, L978¡ Douglas

&

!,/ind, L978¡ lvleyer & Le\dis, 1976; lurk & Bell-, L972) and makes it
difficul-t

to interpret the present resul-ts. Therefore, evidence

in this study supporting this aspect of the exchange network

can

only be considered tentative at best.
Findings regarding the sex-role preference of wives

and

maritaf satisfaction of spouses run counter to the proposed

model-

of marriages. Based on Scanzoni's (t980) findings regarding the
association between marital types conceptualized in the exchange
model of marriages (Scanzoni, 1972) and the sex-role preference of

spouses, it was decided to util-ize the expressed sex-rol-e

preference of spouses as a means of identifying where a marriage
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fell- on the continuum from traditional
to modern (i.e. wife as Equal Partner).

(i.e. wife as Complement)
ft was predicted that the

more modern the sex-rol-e preference of spouses facing
unemployment, the higher the level- of marital satisfaction.

According to the model-, it was theorized that spouses with

more

modern or egalitarian attitudes concerning marital rol-es would

possess greater flexibility

in adjusting to the new

exchange

patterns between spouses associated with a husbandts joblessness.
However, in the present study results show the more modern the

sex-role preference of index wives. the lower the maritalsatisfaction of both spouses, while no cl-ear rel-ationship

emerges

between the sex-ro1e preference of index husbands and marital-

satisfaction.
These results cannot necessarily be viewed as disconfirming

the hypothesized rel-atj-onship between the sex-rol-e preference of
spouses and marital satisfaction in the context of unemplo)¡ment.
The lack of major differences between the two groups indicates

a

relativel-y intact exchange and role structure within those
marriages encountering the joblessness of husbands. Therefore,

the presence of modern or egalitarian sex-role preference
promoting flexible marital roles would not be a crucial- factor for

index spouses in terms of encouraging marital adjustment to
unemployment. The predicted refationship might be present in

more

dysfunctional- marital- situations where the husband is unemployed.
Post-hoc analyses of the differences between the sex-role

preference of husbands and wives in relationship to maritaf

t07

satisfaction might help explain the results which run counter to
the theoretical- model-. Two different marital situations

have

to

be considered to fu1ly understand the rel-ationship of the

disparity between spouses on sex-role preferences and marital
satisfaction.

Specifically,

modern preferences

in situations where wives have more

relative to their husbands, the larger the

disparity between spouses, the l-ower the l-eveÌ of marital
satisfaction for both spouses. fn reverse marital situations
where husbands are more modern rel-ative to wives, results suggest

that the larger the disparity between spouses, the higher the
l-evel of marital satisfaction of both spouses.
Scanzoni and Szinovacz (1980) pointed out the important

nature of disparity between spouses in the area of sex-role

attitudes with respect to marital- functioning.

The results from

the present study fit with their theoretical explanation of the
role of this important factor in the marital- process.
Specificalty, Scanzoni and Szinovacz hypothesized that marital
dynamics involving modern or nontraditional wives with traditionalhusbands seems a precursor for disagreements surrounding marital-

arrangements as wives attempt to negotiate a more egalitarian

relationship.

Therefore, in these situations, the disparity of

spouses on sex-rol,e attitud.es tends to encourage lower l-evel-s of

marital satisfaction.
On

the other hand, Scanzoni and Szinovacz argue that in

marriages where the husband holds more modern sex-role preferences

than the wife, there is l-ess potential for confl-ict as husbands
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tend to be more f l-exibl-e to a wifets needs and open to requests

for change. fn these instances, the disparity between spouses

on

sex-roIe preference tends to promote higher l-evels of marital
satisfaction.

Overal-l-, these post-hoc findings suggest

a

continuum of marital types based on the direction and degree of

disparity between spouses with regard to their sex-rol-e
preference. This continuum can be seen to differ from that
proposed by the Scanzoni (1972) model of marital types which
seemed

to assume a consistency between spouses in terms of

sex-rol-e preference. In general, it can be seen that the sex-role

preference of husbands and wives may have to be considered
simultaneously to fully understand it's

relationship with marj-tal-

satis faction.

Dirêctions for Future Research
In the present study, marj-tal rel-ationships faced with
unemployment

did not appear as being significantly

altered.

Findings are consistent with Thomas et al-.'s (1980) review of
sel-ect studies on unemployment and families conducted during the
I97O'

s showing minimal- adverse consequences accompanying a

husband's joblessness. It was concluded that unemployment may not

be as disruptive no\,r as it v/as during the Great Depression. Three

cultural trends in North America were posited as exptaining these
results:

a) îhe diminishment in the central-ity of work in

people's Lives (Ginzberg, I97L; Littl-e, 1976)¡ b)

movement towards

more flexibl-e sex-roles in marriages (Richardson, 1979¡ Scanzoni,

1980); c) the minimization of severe economic deprivation of the

r09
unempl-oyed

through financial- support systems (Estes & Wilensky,

1978; Root & Maryland, 1978) ,
The l-atter trend may be particularly

relevant in the present

study. The lack of fit between the resul-ts and the proposed
theoretical- model

may

be a functíon of the nature of the sample

rather than the inval-idation of the model. Al-though the index
coupJ-es

report l-ower marital satisfaction and a small change in

the division of househol-d work, findings suggest a relatively
intact exchange arrangement within their relationship.

Based on

the subjective financial measures and the reported income of index
husbands and wives (Table 6), it would appear that couples faced

with unemployment are only experiencing minor economic
deprivation.

The monetary contribution of unemployed. husbands

through unemployment insurance compensation and the short-term

nature of their jobJ-essness would encourage some continuation of

the longstanding exchange network.
In order to properJ-y test the proposed model, an index

sample

reflecting a larger violation of the exchange agreement is
necessary. For example, couples experiencing the long-term
unemployment

of the husband, such that they are forced to rely

on

socj-al- welfare for subsistence, or coupfes suffering from both

significant debt problems and the joblessness of the husband would
more Likely provide a sufficient breach of the exchange agreement

to investigate the

model- and corresponding hypotheses.

In addition to testing the

model-

with a d.ifferent sample of

unemployed, a number of theoretical- issues have been raised in the

rt0
current study which are worthy of further exploration.
previously mentioned. the interpretation of the significant
rel-ationship between the psychological wel-l--being of spouses

and

marital satisfaction coul-d invol-ve a number of alternatives which
further research may help clarify.

Longitudinal- research using

a

cross-lagged panel correlation design might help determine the
presence of causality between these two variabl-es (Cook
Campbell, L979)

c

-

the sex-role preference variable shows an unexpected
relationship with marital satisfaction and further analyses
indicate that examining exclusively the sex-rol-e preference of

a

marita1 partner as being misleading in terms of its relationship

to marital functioning.

As suggested by Scanzoni and Fox (1980),

Kingsbury and Scanzoni (1983), and Haber (1984) , marital types

involving the sex-role preference of both spouses may be a key
mediator to marital adjustment. Using the same proposed model

with a larger and more diverse sample, it would be worthwhile to
compare

the marital adaptation to unemployment between marriage

types defined by the sex-rol-e preference of both spouses (e.9.
modern-modern, traditional-tradj-tional,

traditional--modern

modern-traditional,

).

The noted trend between financial stress and marital-

satisfaction should afso be further investigated.
comprehensive financial- measures could help clarify

relationship.

The use of more

this

For example, such areas as actual loss in income,

assets and debts, and the extent of l-ifestyle restriction
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associated with unemployment might be some of the financial- issues
surrounding the relationship between the variabl-es.
The other indicated trend in the predicted direction between

decision-making power and marital satisfaction could afso use

elucidation through further research. The problems of the
utifized measure of power are well documented and discussed in
literature reviews regarding power (Gray-Littl-e & Burks,
l"lacDonal-d, l-980)

1983;

. The reported incongruency of responses on this

measure between husbands and wives

in

some

studies (Brinkerhoff

c

Lupri, 1978; Douglas & Wind, L978¡ Olson & Rabinsky, L9l2) and the
Limitations of relying on decision-making as the operational
definition of marital power (Gray-Little, L982¡ Olson & Rabinsky,
I972) are concerns particui-arly relevant to the present study.
The'use of multitrait-mul-timethod procedures including

observational techniques is recommended for subsequent research in

the area.
While the present study indicates no differences between the
two groups in the area of po\¡¡er outcomes (i.e.,

influence of spouses in decision-making),

degree of ultimate

some research regarding

power processes as conceptual-ized by Cromwel-l- and Olson (1975) may

be of theoretical- rel-evance to the proposed model.

Power

processes refer to the strategies which maritaÌ partners util-ize

to gain influence in the decision-making processes. Changes in
po\¡ter processes

are expected to precede changes in power outcomes.

Research comparing unemployed couples with employed couples in

terms of power processes woul-d aÌlow for investigating subtl-e

I12

shifts in power dynamics in the context of unemployment not
apparent in the present study.

Further research is also

recommended on

the expressive area

of marriages in the context of unemployment. The measure used in
global

the present study to examine expressive behaviors is fairly

in nature, focusing on the amount of time dyadic members inLeract.
It is assumed that the frequency of interaction between spouses
translates into the extent of expressive behaviors being shared.
Further research concerning marriages and unemployment shoufd

l-ook

at more specific expressive areas of functioning as global
measures may hide actual changes in such distinct

areas as sexual-

behaviors, communication, self-disclosure and conflict.
Several methodol-ogical improvements to the present study are
suggested for subsequent research in this area. These would

include undertaking longitudinal- studies, augmenting sample size,
increasing the heterogeneity of participants, and improving some

of the measures. The use of a cross-sectionaf design is
acceptalrle as an initial- mechanism to test a theoretical- model- but

for more interpretable results a longitudinal design is
recommended. The cross-sectional design used in the present study

involving non-equivalent groups al-l-ows for the possibitity

that

differences between the groups are attributable to either
unemplolrment

or to selection differences between them (Cook c

Campbell, 1979)

.

A longitudinal analysis with pre and post unemployment
measures for both groups would enhance the interpretability

of the
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findings.

Unfortunately, the unpredictable nature and short
to carry out this

lead-up to work layoffs make it difficult

design. Ho\"/ever, short-term longitud.inal comparison studies
beginning with unemplolzment of husbands in index couples as

initiaf

an

time point and examj-ning couples following the resumption

of work is amenable and would lessen threats to internal validity.
A l-arger sample is recommended for future studies in order to
increase statistical

power particularly

with regard to examining

rel-ationship between variabl-es within unemployed couples. In the

present study, correlation coefficient tables (Gl-ass & Stanley,
1970) show an r 7 .34 as being necessary for significance at

= .05 with an n = 30. As can be seen' Type II error is inflated
for the within group analyses and a larger

sampJ-e

would affow for

identifying weaker significant rel-ationships between variables.
The specificity

of the

sampJ-e,

involving exclusively

members

from bl-ue-col-1ar unions, ensures some homogeneity between index
and control group and thereby J-essens selection threats to

internaf validity.

It has afready been argued Èhat the particular

situation of the index participants may not allow for an adequate
test of the theoreticaf

model- and

a sample of couples suffering

from long-term unempJ-oyment and/or incurring greater financial-

difficufties

is suggested for future investigation to test the

model. In addition, it would be worthwhil-e looking at the

model

in the context of middle-class couples experiencing unemployment.
This would aflow for

some

increase the variability

generalizability of research as wel-l-

as

on such variables as household division
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of l-abour, decision-making power and sex-role preference which

have

been shown to be inffuenced by SES nerms (Bl-ood & V'toffe, 1960¡

Scanzoni, I975)

.

Measurements j-n

the present study were chosen for both their fit

with a construct and their psychometric properties.

Earlier discussion

noted the theoretical- restrictiveness of the measures of decisionmaking po\der, expressive behaviors and financial difficulties

and

accordingly made suggestions for amelioration. A further measurement
concern involves the househol-d task performance measure, as

some

participants encountered problems such that their data could not

be

used. The major difficul-ty for these indivíduals seems to involve
cal-cufating percentage contributions by each partner.

The replacement

of percentages by estimates of hours for each spouse might al-leviate
this difficulty

while allowing for a simil-ar level of accuracy. Other

al-ternatives invol-ve a forced-choice format or having participants
complete a diary of their household work. The forced choice format
would have to be val-idated psychometrical-Iy before being used while

diary makes the highest

demands on

a

participants although it likely

gives the most accurate assessment of the division of household l-abour.
Practical Relevance of the Findings
The present study suggests that short-term unemployment in

a

blue-coIlar population is associated with smal-I decreases in marital
satisfaction, the presence of financial stress for both spouses, and
diminished psychological- wel-l--being for the husband. Fj-ndings from

this particular study do not point to specific dyadic interventions for
marriages undergoing the joblessness of the husband.
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Future research investigating married couples in the midst of
longer-term unemployment may clarify the role of such financial support
schemes as unemployment insurance

in promoting stability

in marital-

functioning as well- as identify groups in need of family intervention.
Findings in the present study do join numerous other studies (e.9.
Cohn, 1978¡ Feather & Barber, 1983; FinJ-ay-Jones & Eckhardt, 1981;

Stafford et al., l-980; lVarr, 1983) in showing

some need

for

interventions targeted at increasing diminished functioning of
indivj-duals experiencing joblessness. Although the most effective
intervention for the jobless is the return to work, some interim help
with the situational- stress of being unemployed would be helpful to
those individuals open to it.

A combined stress management

and

occupational training approach are recommended as being more rel-evant
and effective than programs centered on individual psychotherapy

(Fortin, 1984;

Powe]1

, I973; Smith & Hershenson, 1977). Fortj-n

argues that interventions with

unempJ-oyed

(1984)

individual-s should focus

concretel-y on the specific problems being encountered al-lowing for

some

expression of negative feelings (e.9. anger, sadness) and helping them

find ways of countering major sources of stress whil-e being jobless
(e.9., isolation, loss of rewards supplied by work, rejections in job
search) .

Unions, social service agencies and other organizations

involved with the unemployed woutd do wefl- in initiating

preparation courses and stress

management programs

unemployment

for those

unfortunate enough to experience a period of joblessness.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

WINNIPEG, CANADA
R3T 2N2

March 24, 1986

Dear Union Member:
You are being invited to participate in a research project on married
si[uations where the husband is unemployed. This research is being
conducted through the Department of Psychology at the University of Manitoba
where I am a graduate student under the supervision of Dr. Bruce Tefft.

Participating in this project will require about 30 minutes of you
and your spousets time in your home to fil-l out separate multiple choice and
fill in the blank questionnaires. No one other than myself will have access
to your

ans$rers.

The direct benefits for participating in this research will include being
paid $20 per couple for filting out questionnaires. As well-, you would also
receive a sunmary of the findings, which could help you further understand
marital situations facing unemployment.

In a short while, I ;ifl be phoning you to determine if you and your
wife would be interested in participating in this survey study. At this
time, I would be pleased to answer any inquiries you might have about this
proj

ec

t

.

{;-W
S

incerely

,

Tim Aubry
Graduate Student

$u"*øt,
Bruce Tefft, Ph.D.
Associate Professor
Research Supervisor
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UfuI
Tf.{E UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

WINN¡PEG, CANADA
n3T 2N2

OEfIAfìTMENT OF PSYCIiOLOGY

January 16, l986

Dear Union Member:
You are being invited to participate in a research project on married
couples in the community. This research is being conducted through the
Department of Psychology at the University of Manitoba where I am a graduate
student under the supervision of Dr. Bruce Tefft.

Participating in this project wiLt require about 30 minutes of you and
your spouse's time in your home to fill out separate muJ-tipJ-e choice and
fill in the bl-ank questionnaires. No one other than myself will have access
to your answers.
The direct benefits for participating in this research wil-1 include payment
of $20 per coupJ-e for filÌing out questionnaires. You would al-so receive a
sununary of the findings, which could help you further understand maritaf situations
in the community.
name

If you are interested in participating in this study, pl-ease leave your
with either myself or Dan Will- tonight or you can phone me at 786-1990.

<r

SincereJ-y,

Tim Aubry
Graduate Student

APPENDTX
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

WINNIPËG, CANADA
R3T 2N2

UnemÞl-oyment Research

Project

Initial- Tel-ephone Contact: (provided by union l o¡:a.1. Presi d.ent to p:'ospective
particì ':'¿l.ir{rj )
fnformation:

1. Invitation to parti

cipa*ue

;

2. Survey research on hous,:hold and marital- situations v¡here the
is unempJ-oyed;
3.

husband

Demands involve husband and r¿ife fil-l-ing out separate questionnaires
which take approximately l0 minutes;

L. Part of thesis research being conducted through the Department of
Psychol-ogy at the Universit). of Ì'lanitoba;
,.

Participation and responses v¡ill- be held strictJ-y confidential;

6. Questionnaires involve multiple choice and fifl- in the bl-ank questions;
7. Participants will be paia $20 per
Sc

coupJ-e

for filling

out questionnaires.

re en ing

ff interested in participating,
following criteria:

union members are asked if they meet the

a. ) Married or common-law;
.

b. ) Unemployed lor at l-east 3 months and l-ess than one (t) year;
c. ) Are not attencling work-trainíng or a school program fuJ-J--time;
a. ) Have not retired from the v¡orkforce.

If union members are interested and meet screenin65 criteria,
time is sr-'t.

arì appointment

APPENDIX

Initial

D
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rt&åffiI¡
H
HE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA

DEPA IITIT{

I]NT OII I)SYCHOLOGY

Winnilxg, Maniroba
jT 2N2

Canada lì

UnemÞloyment lìesearch Pro,j ect

fnitial- Telephone Contact:

(provided by union representative to prospective
participants )

fnformation:

l-. fnvitation to participate;
2. Survey research on household and marital- situations where the
is vorking full-time;

husbanC

of participation invol-ve husband and r¿ife fiJ-l-ing out separate
questionnaires which take approximately 30 minutes;

Demands

l+.

Part of thesis research being conducted through the Department of
Psychology at the University of Manitoba;

q

Participation and responses r¡iIl be hel-d strictJ-y confidential-;

6.

Questionnaires invol-ve multiple choice and fil-l- in the blank questions;

l.

Participants wil-I be paid

$ZO

per couple for filting

out questionnaires

Screening:

If interested in participating,
foJ-loving criteria:
u.) Married or
b)

ErnpJ-oyed

conmon-l-ar+ and

union members are asked if they meet the

living r¿ith their spouse;

f\rll--time for at l-east 3 consecutive months;

Both husband and r¡ife are willing to participate;
")
d) Both husband ancl r¿ife are able to read engl-ish.

APPENDTX
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THE UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHOLOGY

WINNIPEG, CANADA
R3T 2N2

Þlarch 18, 198b

Dear Union Èfember:
You are being invitcd to particiirate
in a research projcct
on married situations
where the husband is unemployed. This
research is being conducted through the Departmen t of Psychology
aE Lhe university
of Manitoba where r am a ?,raduate student
under Ehe supervision of Dr. Bruce Tefft.
Participating
in this proj ecr will require about 30 minutes
of you and your spousets time in your home to fiII
out sel)arate
mrrl tiple
cho ice and f i11 in the blank questionnaires.
)tro one
oiher than mysel f will have acceés to yOuf AnS\^¡erS.
The clirect benefics for particÍpating
in this research i¡iI1
include L;eintt paid $20 per couple f or f i1ling out questionr:aires.
As l¡e11, You would als'o receive a summary of the findings,
rrhich
coulc help you furcher understand maritä1 situations
facin¡.
un emp 1o ymen t .
If you are interested in participating
in this study, please
leave your name aÈ the union office or you can phone me at,'86--1990
or 47 4-8264 .

Sincerel-y yours,

f-."Tim Aub ry
Craduate S tuden t
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Telephone Protocol for Prospective Unemployed Participants

Protocol-: Hel-lo, This is Tim Aubry from the Department
of PsychoJ-ogy at the University of Manitoba.
(union contact) has informed me that
Mr.
you are interested in participating in the research
study f am conducting. The study is a questionnaire
survey of househol-ds and marital situations in which
the husband is unemployed. You and your wife wil-I be
asked to fill- out separate questionnaires which take
about 30 minutes. You wilf be paid $20 for
participating. Did you have any questions about the
study, before participating?

Screening:

1.

How

long have you (your husband) been unemployed?

2. Are you (your husband) going to school- or involved in
work training?
3. Can both you and your wife (husband) read english?
If participant continues to be interested and meets screening
criteria, then appointment time is set.

APPENDTX
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Telephone Protocof for Prospective Employed Participants

Protocol: Hel-Io, This is Tim Aubry from the Department of
Psychology at the University of Manitoba. I recentJ-y
sent you a l-etter explaining details of a research
project T am conducting on marital situations in the
community. Did you receive it? The study is a
questionnaire survey in qhich husbands and wives fil-lout separate questionnaires which take about 30
minutes. Married couples are paid $20 for
participating. Vrlould you and your wife be interested
in participating in this study? Did you have any
questions before participating?

Screening:

1.

How

long have you (your husband) been empJ-oyed full-time?

2. Can both you and your wife (husband) read english?
If participant is interested and meets screening criteria,
appointment time is set.

then

APPENDTX
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APPENDIX

H

Informed Consent Form
Date

voluntarily agree to serve as

a

name

respondent in the questionnaire study examining marital relations

in the community. In consenting to participation,
advised that afl my responses will- be kept strictly

I have been
confidential-

and any presentation or publication of resul-ts wil-l- be in

group/aggregate format guaranteei-ng anonymity of the individualrespondents.

signature of participant

witness

APPENDIX
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I

Verbal- fnstructions to Particj-pants

Have you
demands

letter)

both seen a copy of the l-etter summarizing the nature

and

of participating in the study? (If not, show a copy of
I

am

currently in the process of visiting up to

80

ñousehol-ds in !ùinnipeg and having both husbands and wives complete

a questionnaire which takes 20-30 minutes. The questionnaire is
very straightforward and invol-ves a series of fill-in-the-bl-ank
and mul-tiple choice questions. In completing the questionnaj-re, I

would ask you to work in separate areas to prevent any discussion

or coll-aboration. The instructions for filling
questionnaire are contained on the first

out the

page of the

questionnaire. Before begJ-nning, please note the following:
f) You are always free to discontinue your participation at

any

time even whil-e in the process of completing your questionnaire.
If you shoul-d choose this option, your data would not be used in
the study; 2) If you encounter difficuLty in understanding the
instructions, please feel- free to ask me to clarify them for you;
3) Finally, try to answer all the questions.
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Instructions Page for Questionnaire

Dear Respondent:
Thank you for taking the time to participate in this study.
The fol-lowing confidential questionnaire focuses on personal
informationf your household situation'and marital relations.

Questions in this booklet are arranged so that you either
fill in the bl-anks or circle the response that best describes your
situation. Some of the questions are factual and ask you to give
an answer that is true for you. Other questions ask for your
opinion on an issue. There are no right or \drong ans\.vers to these
questions as I am only interested in your opinions about things.
PLEASE READ QUESTION QUEST]ON CAREFULLY BEFORE ANSWERTNG

Please note that I guarantee no one other than myself will
participated in the research or have access to your
answers. Not even your husband will- find out how you responded.

know you

You shoul-d also realize that at any time during the course of
taking part in this study, you are free to discontinue your
participation.

If the instructions are not cl-ear to you, pÌease feel free to
ask for assistance. Hor,'Jever, f am unable to help you answer
individual questions. Pl-ease try to answer all- the questions in
the bookl-et.
Thank you! I hope you find it worthwhile participating

the study.

Tim Aubry

in
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Dyadic Satisfaction Subscale

the following items carefully and circle the responses which best
describe your marital relatj-onship.
Read

I"1ore

AII
trilost of
often
Occathe time the time than not sionall-y Rarely
1.

2.

often do you
discuss or have you
considered divorce,
separation, or
terminatj-ng your
reÌationship?

Never

How

often do you or
your mate leave the
houseafterafight?

L2345

How

0

I

2

3

4

5

0

I2345

How often do you and
yourpartnerquarrel?

0

I

2

3

4

5

How often do you and
your mate "get on each
otherts nerves?"

0

1

2

3

4

5

3. Tn general, how often
do you think that
things between you and
your partner are going
wel]i012345
4. Do you confide Ín your
mate?
5. Do you ever regret that
you married? (or l-ived
together)012345
6.
7.

8. The dots on the foJ-lowing line represent different degrees of happiness in
your relationship. The middl-e point, "happyr" represent.s the degree of
happiness of most relationships. Please circl-e the dot which best
describes the degree of happiness, all things considered, of your
relationship.

0123456
Extremely Fairly
A litt1e
Unhappy Unhappy Unhappy

Happy

Very Extremely Perfect
Happy
Happy

L54

9. IrJhich of the following statements best describes how you feef about the
future of your relationship?
5

I want desperately for my relationship to succeed, and would go to
any length to see that it does.

4

I want very much for my relationship to succeed, and wil-l do all I can to
see that it does.

3

I want very much for my rel-ationship to succeed, and will- do my fair share
to see that it does.

2

IL woul-d be nice if my relationship succeeded, but I can't do much
than I am doing now to help it succeed.

I

It woufd be nice Íf it succeeded, but I refuse to do any more than I
doing now to keep the relationship going.

0

My

al-most

more

am

relationship can never succeed, and there is no more that I can do to
keep the relationship going.
Al-most

Every Day Every Day Occasionally Rarely Never

10. Do you kiss your mate?

4

3

2

I

0
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Household Task Performance Measure

The foll-owing items are househol-d tasks performed in most homes. For each
Listed task, estimate:
a) Total- combined time per week spent on it by you and your wife (husband);
b) Proportion (%) of the total time which you spend on it;
c) Proportion (t) of the total time which your wife spends on it.

Total time
per week in
household
Example:
Laundry

3

hrs.

a. Shopping for food

hrs.

b. Food preparation

hrs.

c. After-meal- cleanup

hrs.

d. Laundry

hrs.

e. Vacuuming and

house

hrs.

cleaning

f.. Repai-r and maintenance
of the house

hrs.

g. Gardening and l-awn care

hrs.

h. Minor car repairs
maintenance

hrs.

i.

and

Attending functions
with chil-d (ren)

hrs

Daily care of
child (ren)

hrs.

k. Paying bills and
balancing the
checkbook

hrs-

1. Co-ordinating day to
day family activities

hrs.

m. Organizing socialactivities

hrs.

j.

.

B of total time
performed by you

50

t

å of totaf time
performed by

your wife

50

Z
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Decision-Making Po\^/er Scale

In every family somebody has to decide such things as where the famil-y will lÍve
and so on. I{any coupl-es tafk things over first, but the final decision has to
be made by the husband, or the wife. Who makes the final- decision about the
following areas in your marriage. (Circle one for each l-isted area.)
Wife Wife lt{ore Husband and Husband
Always Than
i^tife Exactly
More
Husband The Same Than lVife

a. What people you wiII
invite to the house
or go out v¡j-th.
b.

Husband
AJ-ways

l

to decorate or
furnish Lhe house.

I

c. Which TV or radio
prograln to tune in.

I

How

d. What the family will
have for dinner.
e. What clothes you wiIJbuy.

f . b/hat types of clothes
your wife shouJ-d buy.

g.

V'Ihat

car to get.

h. Whether or not to
life insurance.

buy

i.

What house or apartment

j.

What job you should

to take.

take.

k. I,lhether or not your wife
shoul-d go to work or
quit work,

I

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5
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ilife
Vlife More Husband and Husband
¡4ore
llife Exactly
Always Than
Husband The Same Than Wife
1.

How much money

the

family can afford
to spend per week
on food.

m. What doctor to have
when someone is sick.
n. Where to go
vacation.

on

t

Husband
A1ways
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Dyadic Cohesion Subscal-e
Read the following items carefully and circfe the response which best describes
your marital- relationship:

All of l'4ost of
them them
1. Do you and your mate
engage in outside
intereststogether?
How

4

of Very few None of
them
them
them

Some

2

3

L

0

often would you say the following events occur between you and your
Less than Once or Once or
once a
twice a twice a Once

Never month

month

week

More

a day often

2. Have a stimulating
exchangeofideas

0

I

2

3

4

5

3. Laugh together

0

I

2

3

4

5

0

I

2

3

4

5

4. CaImIy discuss
something0l2345
5. lVork together
aproject

on

mate?
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Sex-Rofe Preferen'ce Index: Husband
What is your opinion about each of the fol-lowing statements for a married man?
Think about married men in general. Pl-ease circle whether you sttõilT!Çiãã,
agree, have mixed feelings, disagree, or strongly disagree about each of the
following statements:

Mixed
Strongly
Agree Agree Feelings
1. Amarriedman'schief
responsibility shouLd be
his job.

0

1

2

2. If his wife works, he
shouÌd share equally in

4

3

2

4
3. ff his wife works, he
should share equally in the
responsÍbility of chil-d care.

3

2

4. If her job requires her to
be away from home overnight,
this should not bother hi-m.

4

3

2

5. If a child gets sick and his 4
wife works, he should be just
as willing as she to stay home
from work and take care of the
chiId.

3

2

6. If his wife makes more money 4
than he does, this shoul-d not
bother him.

3

2

7. The husband shoul-d be the
head of the family.

0

t

2

8. On the job, men should be
willing to work for women

4

3

2

4

3

2

househol-d chores such as
cooking, cleaning and washing.

supervisors.
9

- A married man should be
willing to have a smaller
family, so that his wife
can work if she wants to.

Strongly

Disagree Disagree
3

4
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Strongly
Agree

10. A married womanrs most
important task in life
shoul-d be taking care of
her husband and children.
11.

She shoul-d real-ize that
s great.est reward
and satisfaction come

a

\,vomanr

through her chil-dren.

L2. Having a job hersel-f should
be just as important as
encouraging her husband
in his job.

4

13. If she works, she shoul-d not
try to get ahead in the same
way that a man does.

0

14. She shoul-d be able to make
long-range plans for her occupation, in the same way that
her husband does for his.
0
15. A wife shoul-d not have equal
authority with her husband
in making decisions

0

16. If she has the same job as
a man who has to support
his family, she should not
expect the same pay.

O

L7. If being a,wife and mother
isn't satisfying enough, she
shoufd take a job.

4

18.

L9.

There should be more day care
centers and nursery schools
so that more young mothers
could work.
A wife shouLd real-ize that,

4

just as a women is not suited
for heavy physical work, there
are also other kinds of jobs
she is not suited for, because
of her mental and emotionalnature.
0

Mixed
Agree

Feelings

Strongly

Disagree Disagree
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Mixed
Strongly
Agree Agree Feelings

20. A wife should give up her
job whenever it inconveniences her husband
and children.
2I.

If a mother of young
children works, it should
be only while the family
needs the money.

01234

0

L

2

Strongly

Disagree Disagree
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General Heal-th Questionnaire

l-ike to know how your health has been in general, over the past few
weeks. Please ans\¡¡er aIJ- questions below by circling the answer which you think
most nearly applies to you. Remember we vrant to know about present or recent
complaints not those you had in the past. It is important you try and answer
all the questions.
We woul-d

I
Better than

HAVE YOU RECENTLY:

1. been abÌe to concentrate
on whatever youtre doing?

usual-

2. lost much sleep over worry?

Not at all

3. felt that you are playing
useful part in things?

than usual

a

4. felt capable of making
decisions about things?

More so
More so

than usuaf

5. fel-t constantly under strain? Not at al-l
6.
7.

felt that you couldn't

Not at aLl

overcome your difficul-ties?
been able to enjoy your

normal day-to-day actj-vities?

8. been abl-e to face up to your
problems?

9. been feeling unhappy

and

More so

than usual
More so

than usual

Ll-. been thinking of yourself
a worthl-ess person?

as

12. been feeling reasonably
happy, all things considered?

4

Less than
usual

No more Rather more
than usuaf than usual-

Much l-ess

than usuaf
Much more

than usual-

as Less useful
usual
than usual

Much l-ess

as
usuaL

It{uch less
capable

Same

Same

Less so
than usual

use

ful-

No more Rather more I,luch more
than usual than usual- than usual

No more Rather more Much more
than usual than usual- than usual

as
usual

Less so
than usual-

as
usual

Less able
than usual

Same

Same

I4uch ]ess

than usual
Much less

able

Not at all-

No more Rather more lvluch more
than usual than usual than usual

Not at all

No more Rather more Much more
than usual than usual than usual-

Not at all

No more Rather more luluch more
than usua] than usual- than usual

depressed?

10. been losing confidence in
yourself?

23
as
usual

Same

More so

than usual-

About the Less so
same as than usual
usual-

Much less
than usual-

